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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Baccalaureate in Science (BSc.) Nursing Program at the Jordan University of
Science and Technology (JUST). We are pleased you have selected our program to pursue
your academic and personal endeavors. This handbook has been created in an effort to
facilitate your success in the upcoming journey.
The faculty has delineated the necessary requirements which will ensure student success.
Should comments, concerns, and /or questions arise, your advisor will assist you in locating
the required information.
Students are responsible for all the information in this handbook. Students should become
familiar with its contents, and use it as a reference throughout the duration of the program.
The Nursing Student Handbook is designed to be used in conjunction with the JUST Student
Rules and Regulations.
(http://www.just.edu.jo)
We look forward to working with you throughout your educational pursuit here at JUST. We
extend you a warm welcome and hope this will be a meaningful and rewarding experience for
you.
Jordan University of Science and Technology
P.O.Box 3030, Irbid 22110, Jordan
Tel.: +962-2-7201000 Ext.: (23605) or (23606)
Fax: +962-2-7201065
E-mail: nursing@just.edu.jo
Connect With us:
Facebook: Faculty of Nursing - Jordan University of Science and Technology
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MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN

In my time at the Jordan University of Science and Technology, I have
had the remarkable opportunity to be a student, an alumni, and now, a
faculty member and Dean for the Faculty of Nursing at our outstanding
institution; an institution that ranks among the top universities, and is
dedicated to the mission of preparing students to lead the future.
I am grateful to continue working to achieve our vision of becoming a
center for innovation and excellence in nursing and midwifery and
research, leadership, technology, and clinical practice. We will
continue to strive to attain better healthcare by preparing morally
reflective healthcare leaders and scholars who can positively transform
the field.
Our work at the Faculty of Nursing (FON) began in 1983 with only two faculty members and 23
students. But after 38 years of continuous, backbreaking work, the FON now has 47 Ph.D. holders,
26 Master's degree holders, and 13 BSN qualified clinical trainers. The faculty has 2 BS.c programs,
Nursing and Midwifery, 3 Master Programs, and is looking forward to establishing the Ph.D.
program in Nursing 2022. The BSc program was accredited in 1998, by the Canadian International
Development Association (CIDA) and the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada
(AUCC) and in 2018, accredited by the Accreditation Commission of Education in Nursing (ACEN).
I would be remiss if I did not spotlight the students. Students, as we know, are the heart of any
educational institution. They are central to our mission, and enriching their experience is critical to
our success. Alongside these enthusiastic students, the Faculty of Nursing's faculty, staff, alumni, and
supporters will strive to achieve its mission and fulfill the strategic plan we have set forth. As nurses
and midwives, we work within healthcare systems amidst many challenges. Every day, we are
confronting and overcoming crises. Nurses and midwives remain in the frontline within the
healthcare system.
For over 38 years, the Faculty of Nursing has maintained well-recognized relations with regional and
international institutions. They will continue to strive for excellence to improve the health of the
public. We will expand our remarkable work to promote health, prevent illness, and have a safe
community. I am optimistic about giving more and reaching our goals. We need ideas and
commitment from all.
Prof. Laila M. Akhu-Zaheya
Dean
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JUST VISION AND MISSION
Vision
Towards a pioneer and world class university distinguished in the fields of building a
knowledge society, teaching, research, and development, innovation and providing services to
societies at national and international levels.
Mission
The university mission is to graduate qualified students with professional skills that meet the
needs of the labor market, enable graduates to compete nationally, regionally, and
internationally by creating the enabling environment that stimulates learning, and creative
thinking and enriching the cultural diversity. The university is further committed to strengthen
the role of scientific research and development, innovation, and creativity in achieving the
objectives of the sustainable development and to contribute to the scientific achievements on
the international arena and to create successful international partnerships.

FACULTY OF NURSING VISION, MISSION
Vision
We strive to be a center of innovation and excellence in nursing and midwifery education,
research, leadership and clinical practice at the local, regional and international levels.
Mission
To graduate national and international professionally competent nurses and midwives at the
undergraduate and the graduate levels; and prepare graduates to be morally reflective healthcare
leaders and scholars, who can discover, disseminate and apply latest evidence-based nursing
knowledge in order to save lives, and positively transform health and healthcare.
The faculty's efforts focus on promoting research and scholarship to improve human health and
develop nursing and midwifery profession at the local, regional and international levels.
PHILOSOPHY
The philosophy of the faculty stems from JUST mission and is congruent with Jordan's health,
social and economic priorities, which aims at improving education of health care practitioners
and developing leadership potential in nursing to provide high quality health care in the
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. The faculty of Nursing at Jordan University of Science and
Technology incorporates the concept of client, health, environment, and nursing in its curricula
and promotes empowerment, caring, lifelong learning, and holism.
VALUES
Respect:
The spirit of mutual respect in dealing with others at all levels (administration, colleagues,
faculty, students, clients, and community) taking into consideration the social and cultural
values.
Excellence:
Achieving the highest levels of competence in teaching, research, and practice through
collaboration and partnership.
Integrity and ethical practice:
Teaching and practicing with honesty, objectivity/fairness, sincerity, self-awareness and loyalty.
Caring:
The interests, concerns, compassion, and kindness demonstrated to students, faculty, clients and
the community.
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Professionalism:
Encourage the climate of personal development of accountability, responsibility, dependability
and commitment.
Student-centered education:
Emphasizing the importance of students in the learning/teaching process.
Transparency:
The value of being transparent with internal customers, stakeholders and community.
Equal opportunities:
Encourage equality and equity in opportunities for all students, faculty members, and staff.
STRATEGIC GOALS
1- Provide graduate and undergraduate nursing students with innovative knowledge, creativity
and evidence-based practice
2- Enhance and sustain diverse environment for innovation and excellence in practice, research
and scholarship
3- Foster diverse and interactive environment that meet academic and non-academic needs of
students
4- Institute a system for Total Quality Management
5- Sustain and expand the financial resources
6- Collaborate with the local community to promote health and well-being of public
7- Collaborate with international academic and health care institutions to advance nursing and
midwifery professions.

FRAMEWORK UTILIZED IN THE FACULTY OF NURSING
The B.Sc. curriculum at the FON/JUST is built based on core concepts and competencies of
professional nursing practice. The framework of our curriculum is depicted on Fig 1. At the
center of the framework is the nurse because it is our intent to prepare and graduate competent
nurses capable of providing quality nursing care to individuals and aggregates of people. The
main concepts in the model are: person, health, environment, and nursing. It is essential to
integrate the four main concepts of professional nursing to the students throughout their course
of study.
The circle enclosing the competent nurse and cornerstone concepts shows the core competencies.
The competencies presented on the model include: evidence-based knowledge, patient safety,
community service, advocacy, patient-centered care, cultural competence, critical thinking,
holistic care, decision-making, interdisciplinary care, reflection, health promotion, therapeutic
communication, accountability, responsibility, professional development, collaboration, and
leadership. The three big circles show the governing domains of the nursing practice including
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the laws and regulations, the professional Standards, and the ethical principles.

Figure 1: Conceptual Framework of the B.Sc. Curriculum
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The integration of EPSLOs with the Jordan National Standards and the relevant Nurse
Competencies required for the Completion of the B.Sc. Program & the Role-Specific
Competencies
The Professional
Standards
-Knowledge: The
registered nurse
demonstrates updated
evidence-based
knowledge, reflects, and
uses analytical skills,
clinical judgment,
critical thinking, and
self-appraisal in all
scopes of application.

Role –Specific
Competency
Interprofessional
Care

2- Apply concepts and
skills of leadership,
management, quality
improvement and patient
safety in the delivery of
high-quality therapeutic
nursing interventions for
individuals, families,
groups, communities,
and populations.

-Leadership &
Management: The
registered nurse
demonstrates leadership
and management
abilities to carry out the
responsibility of nursing
services in all scopes of
application.

Manager/
Leader

3- Communicate and
collaborate effectively
through verbal, written
and electronic medium
with individuals,
families, groups,
organizations,
communities and
members of the
healthcare team, and
document all data on the
delivery of quality
client-centered care.

-Relationships: The
registered nurse
establishes professional
communication,
collaboration,
consultation and
coordination with
individuals/groups,
nursing staff, and
interdisciplinary health
care team to provide
health care services in
all scopes of application.

Interpersonal
Relationship

EPSLOs
1- Integrate knowledge
from nursing, arts,
humanities, and other
sciences and disciplines
to make judgments
relative to the practice of
nursing that is based on
research findings and
evidence.
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Core- Competency
Evidence-Based Knowledge
Is the graduate able to integrate
best research evidence with
clinical experience to facilitate
decision-making?
Critical Thinking
Is the graduate able to examine
and re-examine an argument,
taking all angles into
consideration and weigh up
evidence on every side?
Reflection
Is the graduate able to recall
their knowledge and
experience, and evaluate new
knowledge, and promote
practice change?
Leadership
Does the graduate demonstrate
leadership competencies in the
delivery, management, and
advancement of health care in
changing healthcare
environment?
Quality
Is the graduate able to monitor
the outcomes of care processes,
and use improvement methods
to design and test changes to
continuously improve the
quality and safety of health
care systems?.
Interdisciplinary Care
Is the graduate able to
collaborate with team members
from different disciplines, with
a common purpose, to set
goals, make decisions and
share resources and
responsibilities?
Therapeutic Communication
Is the graduate able to use
verbal and non-verbal
communication techniques that
helps improve physical and
emotional well-being, provide
support and information to
client/ patients?
Collaboration
Is the graduate able to work
and communicate effectively
with members of the multidisciplinary health care team?
Health Promotion
Is the graduate able to
empower client / patient to take
control over, and to improve
their health?

4. Utilize and
administer beneficial
cost-effective resources
to plan and provide safe,
effective and financially
responsible nursing
services.

Resource-Utilization:
The registered nurse
makes equitable
decisions to utilize and
administer beneficial
cost-effective resources
to plan and provide safe,
effective and financially
responsible nursing
services.

Collaborator

5- Use critical thinking
to provide holistic
nursing care across the
lifespan in a variety of
complex healthcare
settings utilizing the
nursing process to
promote health, prevent
diseases, and maintain
the well-being of
individuals, families,
groups, communities
and populations.

-Performance: The
registered nurse
performs ethical, safe,
accountable practice
relevant to legislative
and regulatory
frameworks.

Care Provider

6- Accept responsibility
and accountability for
professional nursing
practice including the
inherent values of ethics,
altruism, autonomy,
human dignity, integrity
and social justice.

.Professional
Development: The
registered nurse
promotes effective
mechanisms for the
development,
implementation and
evaluation of
professional
development programs
to enhance the quality of

Professional
Responsibility
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Social Responsibility
Is the graduate’s awareness,
knowledge, and behavior based
upon a commitment to the
values of equity, access, and
justice; a dedication to civic
involvement and environmental
sustainability; and a respect for
diversity, pluralism, and
freedom of expression?
Advocacy
Is the graduate competent to
support and protect client/
patient, which is augmented by
skills including problem
solving, collaboration, and
communication?
Research
Is the graduate able to perform
inquiry and systematically
analyze data to answer
questions or solve problems?
Patient Safety
Is the graduate able to
coordinate and integrate
multiple aspects of care to
prevent harm to client/ patient?
Patient-Centered Care
Is the graduate able to involve
the client/ patient in the
planning of care and respect
his/ her opinions?
Decision-making
Is the graduate able to utilize
the best possible evidence
along with client/ patient
values to meet their needs, for
which he/she is accountable
for?
Holistic Care
Is the graduate able to integrate
the mind, body and spirit when
providing client/ patient care?
Community service
Is graduate able to provide and
work in the community as
school nurse, occupational
health nurse, etc?
Patient safety
Is the graduate able to
coordinate and integrate
multiple aspects of quality
within the care directly
provided by nursing to prevent
harm to client/ patient?
Professional Development
Is the graduate responsible for
one’s own professional
development in increasing
knowledge and skills and
sharing knowledge with others?
Accountability
Is the graduate responsible for
his/her actions when providing
client/patient care and for
explaining or answering their
actions?

the nursing profession in
all scopes of application.

Responsibility
Does the graduate understand
his/ her role, job descriptions,
and processes that must be in
place to achieve the
professional goal?
Social Responsibility
Is the graduate’s awareness,
knowledge, and behavior based
upon a commitment to the
values of equity, access, and
justice; a dedication to civic
involvement and environmental
sustainability; and a respect for
diversity, pluralism, and
freedom of expression?
Cultural competence
Is the graduate capable of
providing effective health care
that meet the social, and
cultural needs of client/
patient?
Quality
Is the graduate able to monitor
the outcomes of care processes,
and use improvement methods
to design and test changes to
continuously improve the
quality and safety of health
care systems?
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FACULTY OF NURSING
1. Academic Departments
1.1 Department of Adult Health Nursing
The Adult Health Nursing Department is one among the four departments contributing to
undergraduate and graduate programs at the JUST /Faculty of Nursing in congruence
with the university’s overall vision, mission, and philosophy.
The department provides courses that focus on health and health deviations related to acute and
chronic conditions of the adult population in Jordan within the areas of Basic and Advanced
Adult Health and Critical Care Nursing.
The department currently comprises 30 faculty members, including clinical trainers. There are 14
doctorally prepared nurses; 3 Professors; 7 Associate Professors, 4 Assistant Professors,
12 Master's prepared Full-Time Lecturers and 4 clinical trainers, who hold B.Sc. degrees
supervising student's clinical performance.
The department's faculties have various educational backgrounds and research interests including
cardiopulmonary, oncology, gerontology, neuroscience, Trauma, family involvement in care,
health behaviors, patient and nurse education, quality and outcomes in health care, and other
areas.
The Master of Science Degree program in Adult Acute Care Nursing is in cardiopulmonary
Nursing. The main aim of this program is to prepare nurses to assume the roles and
responsibilities of the Clinical Nurse Specialist.
The program focuses on the preparation of nurses with advanced competencies and emphasizes
excellence in practice, critical thinking, inquiry, leadership, self-awareness, and empowerment.
Jordan University of Science and Technology
Faculty of Nursing
Adult Health Department
Irbid, Jordan P.O. Box 3030
Postal Code 22110
Tel: +962-2-7201000 (Ext. 23628 or 23629)
Fax: +962-2-7095012
Email: adultnursing@just.edu.jo
Website:http://www.just.edu.jo/FacultiesandDepartments/FacultyofNursing/Departments/Adult
HealthNursing/Pages/Adult%20Health%20Nursing.aspx
Connect With us: Facebook: Faculty of Nursing - Jordan University of Science and Technology
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1.2 Department of Maternal and Child Health Nursing
The Maternal and Child Health Nursing Department was established in 1993. The department
focuses on teaching student maternal and child health nursing courses to fulfill the vision and
mission of the faculty of nursing.
Currently, the department encompasses 21 faculty members (6 Professors, 5 Associate
Professors, 2 Assistant Professors and 4 Full-Time Lecturers). In addition, there are 4 clinical
trainers, who hold B.Sc. degrees, to supervise students' clinical performance.
The department offers two graduate master degrees in Maternal and Newborn Health and Acute
Care Pediatric Nursing. These programs focus on the development of advanced nursing practice
for health care issues faced by women throughout the life cycle, including the childbearing age,
and advance practice for children’s health care.
Jordan University of Science and Technology
Faculty of Nursing
Maternal Child Health department
Irbid, Jordan P.O. Box 3030
Postal Code 22110
Tel: +962-2-7201000 (Ext. 23710 or 26724)
Fax: +962-2-7095012
Email:maternity_pednursing@just.edu.jo
Website :
http://www.just.edu.jo/FacultiesandDepartments/FacultyofNursing/Departments/MaternalandChi
ldHealthNursing/Pages/Maternal%20and%20Child%20Health%20Nursing.aspx
Connect With us: Facebook: Faculty of Nursing-Jordan University of Science & Technology
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1.3 Department of Community and Mental Health Nursing
Faculty at the Department of Community and Mental Health Nursing are dedicated to learning
and teaching in the health sciences to fulfill the vision and mission of the faculty of nursing in
general through four primary tasks: teaching, research, patient care, and public services.
The department currently encompasses 28 faculty members of whom there are 18 doctorally
prepared Faculty (5 Professors, 7 Associate Professors, and 6 Assistant Professors), and 8
Masters prepared Full Time Lecturers in addition to 2 clinical trainers with B.Sc. degree,
supervising students' clinical performance. Moreover, the department is currently sponsoring a
scholar to pursue her PhD and she is expected to join the team upon completion.
The department offers two graduate master degrees, one in Community Health Nursing and the
other in Nursing Service Administration. The focus of community health nursing master
program is the integration of community health theory and research in the development and
implementation of community partnership interventions that build community capacity. While
the master in nursing services administration program enables students to examine and study
ideas, issues, and roles and develop skills that support the development of innovative nursing
practice as well as managerial and leadership qualities.
Jordan University of Science and Technology
Faculty of Nursing
Department of Community and Mental Health Nursing
Irbid, Jordan P.O. Box 3030
Postal Code 22110
Tel: +962-2-7201000 (Ext. 26982 or 26119)
Fax: +962-2-7201065
Email: chn@just.edu.jo
Website:
http://www.just.edu.jo/FacultiesandDepartments/FacultyofNursing/Departments/Communityand
MentalHealthNursing/Pages/Community%20and%20Mental%20Health%20Nursing.aspx
Connect With us: Facebook: Faculty of Nursing - Jordan University of Science and Technology
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1.4 Department of Midwifery
The Department of Midwifery was established in the faculty of Nursing in September 2002. The
Midwifery Program at the Faculty of Nursing is the first and the only program in Midwifery in
Jordan.
The department offer two programs: the Two-year BSc-Bridging program and the Four-year
direct entry Bachelor of midwifery program. In the BSc-bridging program, licensed practicing
midwives have the opportunity to enhance and upgrade their theoretical and clinical skills.
In the direct entry baccalaureate program, students are educated and trained in acquiring basic
theoretical and clinical midwifery skills through the courses that department offer in order to
provide quality health care to women, newborns, infants and their families as well as
reproductive health services during the different periods of the life cycle. Both programs entitle
the graduate to hold a BSc in Midwifery, the first ever in the history of Jordan.
The Department has 1 Professor (The Professor of Midwifery at the Faculty of Nursing is the
first and the only professor of midwifery in Jordan), 4 Associate professors, and one Full-time
lecturer as faculty members. Additionally, there are 3 clinical instructors who assist the faculty
members in training midwifery students in clinical settings, one of them has a higher diploma
degree in midwifery.

Jordan University of Science and Technology
Faculty of Nursing
Midwifery
Irbid, Jordan P.O. Box 3030
Postal Code 22110
Tel: +962-2-7201000 (Ext. 23710 or 26724)
Fax: +962-2-7095012
Email: midwiferynursing@just.edu.jo
Website:
http://www.just.edu.jo/FacultiesandDepartments/FacultyofNursing/Departments/Midwifery/Page
s/Midwifery.aspx
Connect With us: Facebook: Faculty of Nursing-Jordan University of Science and Technology
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2. Faculty Committees
The Committees at the FON Are:
1)
2)
3)

4)

5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

11)

12)

13)

14)
15)
16)

WHO Collaborating Center Committee:
Planning and executing programs for the WHO Collaborating Center
Graduate Studies Committee
Overseeing operational activities related to graduate programs at the faculty
Curriculum Committee
Developing and updating academic curriculums according to national and international
standards
Central Academic Quality Committee
Building a quality system that ensures achievement of the strategic goals for the Faculty of
Nursing based on national and international accreditation standards
Academic Advising Committee
Reviewing and approving nursing research proposals
Continuing Education Committee
Planning and implementing training programs inside and outside the Faculty of Nursing.
Course Evaluation & Verification Committee
Revising and approving credential evaluation and recommendation letters
Journal Club Committee
Promoting teaching –learning process and evidence-based practice culture
Scientific Research Committee
Reviewing and approving nursing research proposals
Clinical Training & Simulation Lab Committee
Coordinating and monitoring students’ clinical laboratory training at the university,
clinical training sites, and simulation labs
Faculty Activities Committee
Supervising and coordinating students’ activities to ensure successful community
engagement.
Communication & Media Committee
Coordinating and updating printed and electronic media released by the Faculty of
Nursing.
Library Committee
Coordinating between the faculty members, the departments, and the library to ensure the
availability of the required resources in the library.
Labs & Resources Committee
Updating lab and simulation equipment to improve the clinical experience.
Students’ Investigation Committee
Investigating and following up with violations committed by students
Graduation Committee
Coordinating with the registration unit regarding double checking the graduating students’
rosters
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3. Community of Interest
The Faculty of Nursing invites persons, groups, agencies, and organizations that influence the
mission, and outcomes of the program to participate in the processes of the program. In addition
to the Dean, Vice Deans, Department Chairs, and the FON administrative staff, the FON has
identified the followings as its communities of interest

-

The Faculty Advisory Board.

-

Jordanian Nursing Council (JNC).

-

Jordan Nurses and Midwives Council (JNMC).

-

The University Hospital- King Abdullah II University Hospital (KAUH).

-

Representative from the Ministry of Health.

-

External Examiners.

-

Clinical Facilities and Agencies.

-

Healthcare Employers from different Sectors (Public- Private- Agencies).

-

Faculty of Nursing Student Union Representative.

-

Faculty of Nursing Faculty.

-

Faculty of Nursing Alumni.

-

Nursing’s Students.

-

Non-Nursing Faculty, Representative from the Local Community.
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4. International Accreditation
The Accreditation Commission for Education in Nursing (ACEN) is recognized as the
accrediting body for all types of nursing education by:



United States Department of Education (USDE)
Council for Higher Education Accreditation (CHEA)

National, regional, and specialized accreditors that oversee federal funding eligibility must be
reviewed by the USDE to ensure that the accrediting body meets specific standards established
by Congress. The Secretary of Education for the USDE is charged with review of accrediting
bodies and providing recognition to those accrediting agencies that meet the Secretary of
Education’s criteria. Students in institutions or programs accredited by a USDE-recognized
agency are eligible for federal financial aid assistance and other needed resources.
Benefits of Accreditation










Heightens faculty members’ and administrators’ awareness and responsiveness to areas
needing improvement.
Aids in student recruitment.
Provides useful information for career and education decision making.
Enables student eligibility for funding support from federal and state agencies, and
foundations.
Help meet the requirement by many nursing programs for admission to the graduate
level.
Help meet the requirement by some state regulatory agencies.
Assists employers seeking graduates who are competent practitioners.
Offers professional development opportunity and validation for faculty.
Facilitates the transfer of credit using the following considerations:
o the educational quality of the institution from which the student transfers;
o the comparability of the nature, content, and level of credit earned from the
programs offered by the receiving college or program; and
o the appropriateness and applicability of the credit earned from the programs
offered by the receiving college in light of the student’s educational goals.

The Faculty of Nursing is seeking initial accreditation by the Accreditation Commission for
Education in Nursing (ACEN). Accreditation is a voluntary self-regulatory process by which the
accrediting bodies recognize educational institutions or programs that have been found to meet
or exceed standards and criteria for educational quality.
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5. Faculty Facilities
The faculty of nursing at JUST has established various facilities that can significantly contribute
to the teaching-learning process. These facilities include: Class rooms, Skills laboratories in
various specialties as well as simulation labs to help students to be competent in their clinical
skills and able to demonstrate skills before going to hospitals for clinical experience
4.1 Classrooms
The following table summarizes the classrooms available at the Faculty of Nursing:
Classroom

Capacity

Projector

Audio
System

AC/Heat

N1 (301)

105

Yes

Yes

Yes

N1 (302)

115

Yes

Yes

Yes

N1 (303)

134

Yes

Yes

Yes

Besides these classrooms, other classrooms in other Faculties/departments are available for the
Faculty of Nursing.

4.2 Skills Laboratories
The Faculty of Nursing has seven (7) laboratories equipped with modern technology, and
appropriate number of staff distributed as follows: Academic Department

Number of labs
Research

Number of staff
members

Teaching

Department of Maternal and Child
Health Nursing

1

1

Department of Adult Health
Nursing

3

1

Simulation lab

3

3

Total

7

5
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4.3 Simulation Laboratories
1) Nursing simulation laboratory/medical surgical and critical care nursing is located on
“connector A10 wing N3 L-4”. It is approximately 1500-square-foot facility that will serve as a
major regional education center and a Lab of excellence for simulation training and research. It
provides students with the opportunity to tackle real-life skills and health-related scenarios in a
safe and supported environment prior to applying these skills in the clinical setting.
The simulation space consists of 9 rooms with specific purposes:











High-fidelity critical-care simulation room equipped with Laerdal® human patient
simulator and equipment that students usually encounter in critical care settings (e.g.,
cardiac monitor, mechanical ventilator, hemodynamic monitoring, IV infusion pump, O2
therapy, suction machine, etc.). Students are provided with opportunities to experience
several acute/critical care conditions to gain needed practice, build personal confidence
and a culture of teamwork, expand critical thinking, and make necessary decisions about
interventions in a critical but non-threatening setting.
High-fidelity medication administration simulation room equipped with high-fidelity
mannequin produced by METI®. Students are able to gain sufficient hands-on training
required to provide safe medication administration
High-fidelity Maternal/Child simulation room equipped with high-fidelity birthing
simulator (Noelle S 575 with newborn baby). The Computer Interactive NOELLE™ and
Newborn Hal provide students a complete first hand birthing experience before, during,
and after labor and delivery process with the ability to endure related complications.
Adult Advanced Life Support training room equipped with Code Blue® Adult
Advanced Life Support training simulator. This room is designed to enable nursing
students and other healthcare professionals to manage different cardiac arrhythmias and
sudden cardiac arrest in a wide variety of clinical settings.
Two centralized control rooms equipped with technology and equipment to run
simulation scenarios
Two debriefing rooms equipped with white boards and large, flat screen TVs for video
playback. These rooms serve as places to reinforce the positive aspects of the simulation
experience and encourage reflective learning (Jeffries, 2005).
One multi-purpose simulation room equipped with (1) Vital Sim Kelly, to teach
nursing students basic nursing skills and management of a wide variety of clinical
conditions; (2) Laerdal Resusci Anne QCPR: an adult CPR training manikin, to help
nursing students measure and improve their CPR competency; and (3) Virtual IV for
Adult: a comprehensive, powerful 3D graphics, and fully interactive self-directed
learning system that enables nursing students to practice and learn how to perform
competent and safe intravenous catheter insertion.
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The simulation Lab is also equipped with Advanced Audio/Video system to capture each stage
of the running scenario and allow for debriefing, monitoring, and recording of individual and
team performances during a simulation. The lab remains open from 8:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m.
Sunday through Thursday.

2) The Pediatric Health Nursing Simulation Lab is located in the third floor at the faculty of
nursing building (N2 – L-1).
The Pediatric Health Nursing Simulation Lab is located in the third floor at the faculty of nursing building
(N2 – L-1). The lab is approximately 70-square-meter facility that serves as Lab of excellence for
simulation training that focuses on pediatrics health nursing skills. It provides students with the
opportunity to learn how to effectively recognize and respond to various health conditions through
scenarios involving pediatric patients in a safe and supported environment.
The lab consists of two simulation rooms, one debriefing room, and one control room.
The lab is equipped with two pediatric mannequins and 3 Resusci® Baby (CPR Training Manikin) used to
help nursing students to improve their CPR competency. In addition, the lab is equipped with advanced
Audio/Visual system allows for debriefing and observing nursing students while encountering
complicated case scenarios.

3) The Maternity & Midwifery Nursing Simulation Lab is located in the third floor at the faculty
of nursing building (N2 – L-1).
The Maternity & Midwifery Nursing Simulation Lab is located in the third floor at the faculty of nursing
building (N2 – L-1). The lab is approximately 70-square-meter facility that provides a rich training
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environment for nursing students to practice normal labor, abnormal labor (dystocia), midwifery and
perineum protection, physical assessment for newborn including the calculating of the Apgar score,
cervical and vaginal examination before and at birth, and auscultate fetal heart sound.
The lab is equipped with two birthing simulators and her newborns, an incubator for neonates and
premature babies, audio/visual system, and equipment and supply that the student usually encounter in
maternal newborn health care setting.

Nursing Computer Laboratory
Nursing computer lab has been established in the Faculty of Nursing to facilitate some services
for nursing students. The lab is located on the Third Floor of the Faculty of Nursing building
(N2-L3). The lab is open to all students on all working days from 8:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. The
lab has a capacity of 63 computers and one printer and the nursing computer lab and is
exclusively for nursing students- both undergraduate and graduate. The lab provides many
services to nursing students (courses registration, internet access and conduct exams for all
students.
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B.SC. (NURSING) PROGRAM
The baccalaureate nursing education is a composition of knowledge in the natural sciences,
liberal arts, nursing technology, research, and clinical decision-making. The baccalaureate
nursing educational process prepares the learner, as a generalist, to practice in various settings
within the ethical and legal framework of professional nursing. The following concepts are
essential to baccalaureate nursing education: critical thinking, communication, evidence-based
practice, professional development and therapeutic nursing interventions.
B.Sc. (Nursing) Program Objectives:
1. Provide an innovative undergraduate nursing program.
2. Foster a positive academic environment utilizing a wide range of technological and
instructional approaches and interprofessional collaboration.
3. Provides direction through professional and community activities to advocate for the
improvement of health care within society
4. Enhance personal and intellectual development of students.
5. Achieve national and international recognition for excellence in nursing. Promote an
environment for innovative practice, research and scholarship.
6. Exemplify learning as a lifelong process
End-of-Program Student Learning Outcomes (EPSLOs)
The outcomes of the Baccalaureate program are to prepare nurses able to:
1- Integrate knowledge from nursing, arts, humanities, and other sciences and disciplines to
make judgments relative to the practice of nursing that is based on research findings and
evidence.
2- Apply concepts and skills of leadership, management, quality improvement and patient safety
in the delivery of high-quality therapeutic nursing interventions for individuals, families,
groups, communities, and populations.
3- Communicate effectively through verbal, written and electronic medium with individuals,
families, groups, organizations, communities and members of the healthcare team, and in
documentation of data in the delivery of quality client-centered care.
4. Utilize beneficial cost-effective resources to plan and provide safe, effective and financially
responsible nursing services.
5- Use critical thinking to provide holistic nursing care across the lifespan in a variety of
complex healthcare settings utilizing the nursing process to promote health, prevent diseases,
and maintain the well-being of individuals, families, groups, communities and populations.
6- Accept responsibility and accountability for professional nursing practice including the
inherent values of ethics, altruism, autonomy, human dignity, integrity and social justice.

Program Competencies
The Competencies of the graduates emerge from the Philosophy of the Faculty of Nursing. The
purpose is to describe the competencies we expect to have in our graduates at completion of the
nursing program.
1- Professional Performance: Ethics, Accountability, Safety.
2- Knowledge: Evidence based knowledge, Critical thinking analyses.
3- Professional Relationship: Collaboration, Consultation, Collegiality and Coordination
4- Professional Development: Continuing competence.
5- Professional Leadership and Management.
6- Resource Utilization.
7- Provision of Clients Centered care: Assess (Identify Issues, Problems or Trends), identify
outcomes, Plan, Implement, and Evaluate.
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Study Plan
B.Sc. Program Curriculum
A Bachelor of Science degree in Nursing (B.Sc.) at JUST is awarded in accordance with the
statute stated by JUST regulations for B.Sc. awarding issued by the Dean’s Council based
on the adjusted 1987 law for awarding scientific degrees and certifications at JUST after
completing (134) credit hours successfully.
The study plan composed of the following:
Credit Hours

Classification

Total
Compulsory

A. University Requirements

16

Elective
6

22

B. Faculty Requirements:

112

1. Non-Nursing Requirements

35

-

35

2. Nursing Requirements

71

6

77

122

12

134

Total

A. University Requirements (22 Credit Hours)
The Bachelor's degree requires the fulfillment of (22) Credit Hours classified as follow:
1. Compulsory University Requirements for all university's students account for 16 Credit
Hours (Table 1)
2. Elective courses account for 6 Credit Hours (Table 2)
1. Compulsory University Requirements (16 Cr. Hours) (Table 1)
Course No.

Course Name

Credit
Hours

ARB102

Communication
Skills in Arabic

3

HSS110

Leader and Social
Responsibility

3

HSS119

Entrepreneurship and
Innovation

2

*MS100

Military Sciences

3

Prerequisites

Theoretical

Practical

3

0

-

3

0

-

2

0

3

0

3

0

Pass
ENG099

LG101

Communication
Skills in English

English
Language
(Remedial
Course)

3

LG099
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English
Language
(Remedial
Course)

LG103

Life Skills

2

2

0

(*)

This course is required from Jordanian students only; graded on Pass/Fail basis. Students graduating from Royal
Military faculty and military candidate’s school and equivalent institutes are exempted from taking this course. NonJordanian Arabic speaking students are required to take a substitute for this course from the elective courses and in this
case the grade of this course is included in their grade point average (GPA).

Notice: All non-Arabic speaking international students in the University are required to study one course in Arabic
language as a substitute for ARB 101 shown below:

Course No.

ARB 101A

Course Name

Credit
Hours

Theoretical

Practical

3

3

-

Fundamentals of Arabic
language (for non-Arabic
speaking students) as a
substitute for the course
ARB101 Arabic language)

2.3. Elective courses: (6 credit hours) student select two courses from the list (Table 2):

Course
No.

Course Name

CH
(LecturePractical)

CHE191

Introduction to the Nanotechnology

3 (3-0)

ME102

Introduction to Renewable Energy (For Non Mechanical Engineering Students)

3 (3-0)

NUR105

Quality Control Infection Control and Patient Safety

3 (3-0)

ADS100

Oral and Dental Health

3 (3-0)

AP200

Farm Animal Products (For Non Animal Production and Nutrition and Food
Technology Students)

3 (3-0)

PP200

Home Gardens (For Non Plant Production and Soil and Irrigation Students)

3 (3-0)

PP201

Bee Keeping (For Non Plant Production Students)

3 (3-0)

PP202

Natural Plants of Jordan (For Non Agriculture Students)

3 (3-0)

NF177

Food Preservation ”In English” (For Non Nutrition and Food Technology
Students)

3 (3-0)

NR200

Natural Resources and Man ( For non Plant Productions and Soil and Irrigation
Students)

3 (3-0)
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NR207

Earth Problems and Solutions (For non Plant Productions and Soil and Irrigation
Students)

3 (3-0)

VM211

Animal Health (Not for Veterinary Medical and Agriculture Students)

3 (3-0)

VM212

Pet Animal Care

3 (3-0)

VM213

Animal Behaviour and Welfare

3 (3-0)

VM214

Animal Products and Public Health (For Non Veterinary and Agriculture
Students)

3 (3-0)

ARB200

Appreciation of Literary Texts

3 (3-0)

HSS103

The Palestinian Issue

3 (3-0)

HSS115

Islam and Recent Problems

3 (3-0)

HSS116

Economic System in Islam

3 (3-0)

HSS127

Educational Technology

3 (3-0)

HSS130

Digital Skills

3 (3-0)

HSS131

Islamic Civilization

3 (3-0)

HSS132

The History of the City of Jerusalem

3 (3-0)

HSS133

Civilization and Recent Cultures

3 (3-0)

HSS135

Islamic Culture

3 (3-0)

HSS137

Human Rights

3 (3-0)

HSS153

Islam and Contemporary Challenges

3 (3-0)

HSS161

Contemporary Problems

3 (3-0)

HSS213

Individual and Society

3 (3-0)

HSS231

History of Science in Islam

3 (3-0)

HSS251

Music Tasting

3 (3-0)

ES103

Sustainable Development and environment

3 (3-0)

P.T100

Wellness and Life Styles (Not for Physical and Occupational Therapy)

3 (3-0)

O.T100

Disability and the Society (Not Allowed for Rehabilitation Science Dep.
Students)

3 (3-0)

NE200

Principles in Nuclear Energy and Its Peaceful Application

3 (3-0)

LG106

Basic German Language

3 (3-0)
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B.

Faculty Requirements:
The student should successfully complete (112) credits distributed as follow:
1. Non-nursing Requirements: (35) credits
2. Nursing Requirements: (71) Credits
3. Nursing Requirements Elective Courses: (6) Credits
1.

Non-nursing courses: (35) credits
Course
No.

Course Name

Credits

Weekly Total
Hours

Pre-requisite/ Study/ Pass/
Co-requisite Courses

Theory Practical
BT 103

General Biology

3

3

0

---

BT 231

Microbiology

3

3

0

Pre- requisite Bio 103

BT 232

Microbiology Lab

1

-

1

Concurrent Bio 231

Chem. 103

General Chemistry

3

3

0

---

Chem. 104

Organic Chemistry

2

2

0

PASS Chem. 103

Chem. 262

Biochemistry

3

3

0

PASS Chem. 104

HSS 221

Introduction to
Psychology (in English)

3

3

0

---

3

0

---

HSS302

Principles of Sociology
for Nursing

3

Med 130

Anatomy

4

4

PASS Bio 103
Study Chem. 103

Med 130

Anatomy Lab

0

-

2

Concurrent Med 130

Med 230 A Human Physiology

3

3

0

Concurrent Med 130

Med 230 B

Human Physiology Lab

1

-

1

Concurrent Med 230A

Med 255

Pharmacology

3

3

0

Study Chem. 262
Study Med 372A

Med 372

Pathophysiology
Total

3

3

0
33

35
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Study Med 230A
2

2.

Nursing Courses: (71) Credits
Course
No.

Course Name

Credits

Weekly Total Hours
Theory

Practical

Pre-requisite/ Study/ Pass/
Co-requisite Courses

NUR 101

Introduction to
Nursing

2

2

-

-

NUR 102

Fundamentals of
Nursing (Theory)

3

3

-

PASS NUR 101
Pre-requisite or Concurrent Med
130
Pre-requisite or Concurrent Med
230 A

NUR 103

Fundamentals of
Nursing (Lab)

1

-

3

Concurrent Med 230 B
Concurrent NUR 102

NUR 108

Health
Informatics

2

2

-

-

NUR 206

Health
Assessment
(Theory)

3

3

-

PASS NUR 102

NUR 208

Health
Assessment (Lab)

1

-

3

PASS NUR 103
Concurrent NUR 206

NUR 221

Adult Health
Nursing I
(Theory)

3

3

-

Pre-requisite or Concurrent NUR
206

NUR 223

Adult Health
Nursing I
(Clinical)

3

-

16

Pre-requisite or Concurrent NUR
208 Concurrent NUR 221

NUR 227

Adult Health
Nursing II
(Theory)

4

4

-

PASS NUR 206
PASS NUR 221
Pre-requisite or Concurrent Med
255

NUR 228

Adult Health
Nursing II
(Clinical)

3

-

16

PASS NUR 208
PASS NUR 223
Concurrent NUR 227

NUR 252

Growth and
Development

3

3

-

Study Med 230 A

NUR 301

Nursing Ethics
and Issues

2

2

-

Pass NUR 227

NUR 310

Communication &
Health Education

2

2

-

-

NUR 316

Biostatistics

3

3

-

-

NUR 342

Maternal Health
Nursing (Theory)

3

3

-

PASS NUR 227
PASS NUR 252
PASS Med 255

NUR 344

Maternal Health
Nursing (Clinical)

3

-

16
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Study Bio 231

PASS NUR 228,
Concurrent NUR 342
NUR 351

Human Nutrition

NUR 352

Child Health
Nursing

3

3

-

PASS Med 230A
PASS NUR 227

3

-

3

PASS NUR 252

(Theory)
PASS Med 255
NUR 356

Child Health
Nursing

3

-

16

Study Bio 231
PASS NUR 228

(Clinical)
Concurrent NUR 352
NUR 364

Community
Health

3

-

3

PASS NUR 227
PASS NUR 252

Nursing (Theory)
PASS Med 255
Pre-requisite or Concurrent NUR
342
NUR 366

Community
Health

3

-

16

PASS NUR 228
Pre-requisite or Concurrent NUR
344

Nursing (Clinical)

Concurrent NUR 364
NUR 402

Nursing Research

3

-

3

Study NUR 316
PASS NUR 342
PASS NUR 352

NUR 403

Nursing
Administration

3

3

-

PASS NUR 227

NUR 431

Mental Health
Nursing

3

3

-

PASS NUR 342
PASS NUR 352

(Theory)
PASS NUR 364
NUR 433

Mental Health
Nursing

3

-

9

PASS NUR 344
PASS NUR 356

(Clinical)
PASS NUR 366
Concurrent 431
NUR 494

Clinical Training

3

-

16

PASS NUR 431
PASS NUR 433
PASS nursing Requirements
electives courses

Total

71
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3.

Nursing Requirements: Elective courses: (6) Credits.

- The student should successfully complete (6) (Theory and Clinical) credits chosen from a list of nursing
courses.
Course
No.

Course Name

Credits

Weekly Total
Hours

Pre-requisite/ Study/ Pass/
Co-requisite Courses

Theory Practical
NUR
409

Critical Care Nursing
(Theory)

3

3

-

PASS NUR 227
PASS NUR 342
PASS NUR 352
PASS NUR 364

NUR
410

Critical Care Nursing
(Clinical)

3

-

16

PASS NUR. 228
PASS NUR 344
PASS NUR 356
PASS NUR 366
Concurrent NUR 409

NUR
452

Neonatal Critical
Care Nursing
(Theory)

3

3

-

PASS NUR 227
PASS NUR 342
PASS NUR 352
PASS NUR 364

NUR
453

Neonatal Critical
Care Nursing
(Clinical)

3

-

16

PASS NUR. 228
PASS NUR 344
PASS NUR 356
PASS NUR 366
Concurrent NUR 452

NUR
476

Oncology Nursing

3

3

-

(Theory)

PASS NUR 227
PASS NUR 342
PASS NUR 352
PASS NUR 364

NUR
477

Oncology Nursing

3

-

14

(Clinical)

PASS NUR. 228
PASS NUR 344
PASS NUR 356
PASS NUR 366
Concurrent NUR 476

NUR
480

Gerontological
Nursing

3

3

-

PASS NUR 227
PASS NUR 342

(Theory)
PASS NUR 352
PASS NUR 364
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NUR
481

Gerontological
Nursing

3

-

14

PASS NUR. 228
PASS NUR 344

(Clinical)
PASS NUR 356
PASS NUR 366
Concurrent NUR 480
NUR
492

Special Topics (1)

1

Dept. Approval

NUR
493

Special Topics (2)

2

Dept. Approval

NUR
495

Special Topics (3)

3

Dept. Approval
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ACADEMIC REGULATIONS
Registration
Registration is the process by which a student selects courses, according to the approved student
study plan in which he/she enrolls in formally. Information regarding the schedule, location and
deadlines of the registration period and timetables will be announced by the Admission and
Registration Unit in advance of the scheduled registration period.
Registration is centralized and on-line and is administered by the Office of the Deanship of
Admission and Registration. Two to three weeks before the beginning of each semester, the dates
of online registration for each cohort will be announced through the university website and email. Each student is expected to register for courses according to the degree plan through the
student information system which is available online.
Course load
B.Sc. in Nursing requires 134 credit hours, to be completed in an average duration of four years
and within the maximum duration of six years.
The student is responsible for his course load which is commensurate with his abilities and
comprehension. The advisor should review the student’s record and advise him/her to register for
only the courses included in his/her study plan, and which are commensurate with his abilities
and study progress. However the followings should be taken into consideration:
1.With due consideration to the maximum duration for the award of the Bachelor’s Degree, the
Bachelor's Degree student should not register less than 9 Credit Hours, and a maximum of 18
Credit Hours during the first and second semesters. However, the maximum Credit Hours may
reach 21 if one of the following conditions are met:
I. That the student’s cumulative average is not below 80%.
II. That the student’s graduation depends on permitting him to register 21 Credit Hours in
that semester. (The semester preceding graduation is considered “The Graduation
Semester” in case the student has successfully completed all other courses in that semester).
2.A student is permitted to register, or continue studying, less Credit Hours than the specified
minimum as a result of his withdrawal from certain courses due to justifiable reasons (subject
to the approval of the Dean of the student’s Faculty, provided, the student’s study duration to
obtain the Bachelor’s Degree shall not exceed the maximum duration). In this case, the Dean
of the Faculty shall notify the unit of Admission & Registration in writing or electronically.
3. If a student needs less than (9) Credit Hours for graduation, he/she may register only for the
needed Credit Hours in accordance with his study plan.
4. The maximum course load for a student shall not exceed 10 Credit Hours in the summer.
However, the student’s load may reach 12 Credit Hours in summer in case he/she is expected
to graduate at the end of the semester, provided that the courses to be registered are offered in
that semester (since the summer courses are optional for the faculty). In such cases the Dean
of the Faculty shall notify the unit of Admission & Registration accordingly in writing or
electronically.
5.A student registered for the Bachelor’s Degree shall be placed at 2nd, 3rd,4th year level if he/she
has successfully completed not less than (33), (66), (99), (132), Credit Hours respectively.
Academic Advice
Each student, once enrolled in the Faculty of Nursing, will receive a note informing him/her of
their academic advisor’s contact information (name and e-mail). It is the student’s responsibility
to follow the academic advisors’ advice. Students under academic probation will not be allowed
to register unless they contact the academic advisor.
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Rules and Regulations of Attendance
1. The student is required to attend classes for all the registered courses. The instructor shall
register student attendance or absence electronically.
2. A student is not permitted to be absent himself for more than 10% of the hours required for
each course.
3. A student who absents himself for more than 10% of the total number of hours required for
each course without medical or compelling excuse acceptable to the Dean of the Faculty that
offers the course, shall be precluded from taking all examinations of that course, and shall be
given the minimum grade of (35%) precluded due to absence), which shall be calculated in the
student's average, unless he has already withdrawn from the course within the specified period
(a maximum period of thirteen weeks from the beginning of the first, or second semester, or
within the first six weeks from the summer semester).
4. A student who absents himself more than 10% of the hours required for a course due to
medical or compelling cause accepted by the Dean of the Faculty, may not be absent for more
than 20% of the course's required hours.
5. If a student’s absence exceeds the average of 20% for the registered courses because of an
accepted excuse, the student's Faculty Council may consider him “Withdrawn” from all the
courses (without reimbursement of the tuition and fees). In this case the student's study shall
be considered “Postponed” that semester, and the Dean of the concerned Faculty shall notify
the Admission & Registration Unit accordingly in writing or electronically before the
beginning of the final exam.
6. In case a student is absent for a period not exceeding 25% of the practical training period
because of compelling or medical excuse, accepted by the Dean of the Faculty, the Dean may
permit the student to compensate the period of his absence providing that the technical
requirements of training are not affected, and the training is not in hospitals or clinics which is
supervised by faculty members.
7. The medical excuse should be in a form of medical report issued by the University Health
Center or the student's Clinic in King Abdullah I University Hospital. The report should be
presented to the Dean of the Faculty that offers the course within a period not exceeding two
weeks from the student's absence, or in unexpected exceptional circumstances, within one
week after the cause is over.
8.The course instructor, the Heads of Departments, and the Dean of the Faculty that offers the
courses, shall be responsible for carrying out the aforementioned regulations of attendance
Transfer between Faculties
The student may change his specialization if he meets the following requirements:
1. The student's average in The General High School Certificate (Tawjihi) must meet the
competitive grades of the new specialization at the year the certificate was obtained.
2. The admittance average of the specialization to be changed should be higher than the
admittance average of the specialization to which the student shall be admitted.
3. The change of specialization is permitted only once through the period of study.
4. Students receiving scholarships must provide the scholarship sponsor's approval of changing
the specialization.
5. The decision for changing the specialization is decided by the university president, and is
subject to the available vacancies.
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6. The requests for changing the specialization shall be submitted electronically to the Admission
and Registration Unit by the student, in both the Regular and the Parallel programs.
7.The requests shall be submitted according to the following time-table:
The First Semester: During the second half of January every year.
The Second Semester: During the second half of July every year.
8. Arab students may change their specialization to another that requires lower average for
admission.
9. Children of the University Academic and Administrative staff may change their specialization
to another that requires lower average for admission.
10. Students who hold foreign certificates and were admitted in the Regular program may change
their specialization to another that requires lower average for admission.
11. Students registered in the Parallel Program may change their specialization if they meet the
minimum average requirements depending on the available vacancies.
12. Admission and Registration Unit shall undertake executing all the necessary actions in this
regard.

Postponement of Study
1. A newly enrolled or transferred student is permitted to postpone his/her study only after at
least one semester from his enrollment in the university.
2. A student who has “Incomplete” notation is not permitted to postpone his/her study only after
removing the “Incomplete” notation, otherwise only the semesters’ grades shall be recorded.
3. A student may postpone the study for a period not exceeding four successive or interrupted
semesters upon the approval of the Faculty Council. Occasionally, upon the approval of the
Deans’ Council, the postponement period may be raised to a maximum of six semesters.
4. The student shall submit his postponement request electronically to the Faculty Dean within a
period not exceeding 13 weeks as of the beginning of the first or second semester in order to
be discussed in the Faculty Council. The Dean shall notify the Director of Admission and
Registration, the Student's Advisor, and any other concerned authority of the decision.
5. The postponement period shall not be counted from the maximum permitted period for
graduation, or removing the probation status.
6. The semester following a student's dismissal, due to misconduct penalty, shall not be counted
from the maximum permitted period for graduation.
Withdrawal from the University
1. If a student wishes to withdraw from the university he shall submit a withdrawal request
electronically to the Admission and Registration Unit. In this case the notation of “Withdrawn
from the University” shall be recorded in his records. The Dean of the student's Faculty shall
be notified accordingly.
In case the student wishes to be readmitted to the university he/she shall submit new admission
application to the Admission & Registration Unit. In case he/she is accepted in the same
program a new university number shall be designated to him, and he/she shall maintain his/her
previous academic records in full (grades, average, and academic status) provided that he/she
completes the graduation requirements in accordance with study plan which was implemented
at the time of re-admission. The student’s past study period shall be counted for the purpose of
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computing the maximum permitted period for graduation.
2. If the student has ‘incomplete’ notation and wishes to withdraw from the university, the
semester's grades shall be allocated in his record, unless he/she removes the “Incomplete”
notation.
Examinations and Grading Regulations
1. The final grade of each course represents the sum of the final exam grade and other
assessments during the semester, except in some courses the final result shall be “Pass” or
“Fail” as stipulated in the study plan.
2. The course instructor will inform the students at the beginning of every semester, the method
of assessing the courses.
3. The final exam for every course shall be held once at the end of the semester. It must be
written (or through computer) covering all the course's material and 40% of its grade shall be
allocated to the final exam grade. However, the final grade may partly include certain
percentage for verbal or practical exams or reports.
4. The semester's works for every course include two written exams (or through computer) to be
announced to the students in the beginning of the semester. The first exam shall be held during
the 6th and 7th weeks (the third week in the summer semester), while the second during the
10th, and the 11thweeks (The 6th week in the summer exam). The written exams papers shall
be returned to the students no later than one week from the date of the exam. In addition to the
written exams, the semester's works may include verbal or practical exams or reports wholly
or partly as determined by the Department's Council. The exam papers, reports and research
papers after correction shall be returned to the students and discussed with them. The
semester's works which precede the final exam shall be handed over to the Head of the
Department at least one week prior to the beginning of the final exam.
5.The semester's results shall be announced no later than the beginning of the (13) weeks of the
semester in order to correct any possible errors before sending them to the Admission &
Registration Unit, after which no grade shall be amended.
6. The courses of seminars researches, laboratories, field works, projects and clinical could be
excluded from the above. In this case the Deans’ Council of the concerned Faculty determines
the method of assessing these courses, and the assessment method shall be announced to the
students in the beginning of the semester.
7. Any student who absents himself from an announced semester exam without medical or
compelling excuse acceptable to the Dean of the Faculty offering the course, his grade shall be
counted (Zero) in that exam and it shall be calculated in the final results.
8. Any student who absents himself from an announced semester exam shall present an excuse
acceptable to the Dean of the Faculty offering the course within one week after the cause is
over. In this case the course instructor in coordination, with the Head of the Department, shall
hold a make-up exam equivalent in type and form to the questions of the exam from which the
student was absent. The make-up exam shall be held within one week after the excuse is
accepted.
9. In case a student plans to be absent from a final exam, he/she must present the excuse no later
than one week prior to the date of the final exam.
10. The course instructor, after grading the final exam papers, shall announce a guide for the
correct answers and the method of distributing the grades for every question. The faculty shall
also hand over the exam papers to the Head of the Department offering the course, who in turn
shall deliver them to the Faculty Deanship to be kept in store.
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The final grade for each course is calculated from 100 to the nearest integer, The final grade is
then converted to a letter grade and equivalent points electronically according to the following
table:
Grading Scale
A+

100-95

C+

69-67

A

94-85

C

66-63

A-

84-80

C-

62-60

B+

79-77

D+

59-57

B

76-73

D

56-53

B-

72-70

D-

52-50

F

<50

Equivalency of the Credit Hours Studied in JUST
A. The student shall not permitted to transfer from one Department to another in the same
Faculty, neither from one faculty to another in the university, unless he is granted a new
admission.
B. If a student who is granted a new admission, has previously studied certain courses in another
Department/Faculty in JUST, the student shall submit a request for the equivalency of the
courses (from the previous Faculty) to the Admission & Registration Unit within a maximum
period of two weeks from the date of admission. The decision for the equivalence of any
course shall be in accordance with the study plan of the Faculty/ Department to which the
student is readmitted. However, the student may choose one of the following options:
1.To count the courses in the former Faculty/Department with grades 70% or higher if the
courses are included in the study plan in the new Faculty/Department to which he/she was
admitted, and that it shall not be counted in computing the year average (all such grades
shall be recorded as exempted courses). In this case the maximum permitted duration of
study shall be reduced with an average of one semester for every (12) credit hours of
courses that he/she passed successfully.
2.To count in the student's records all the courses in the former Faculty/ Department whether
the results were “Pass” or “Fail” if these courses are included in the study plan. In this case,
the course grades shall be counted in computing his/her year average and an average of one
semester for every (12) credit hours passed successfully shall be deducted from the
maximum permitted duration of study.
3. To be treated as a new student without considering any of the courses studied previously.
C. In case a student fails to submit his request to the Admission & Registration Unit within the
period specified in paragraph (B) of this rules and regulation, then paragraph (B/3) of this
rules and regulation shall be applied to the student.
D. With due observance to this article, no course can be equalized if the course was completed
more than seven years back.
Equivalency of Credit Hours Studied Outside JUST
With due consideration to the requirements for awarding the Bachelor's Degrees in JUST, the
University President shall form “The Committee of Courses’ Equivalency” for the new students
who have studied courses outside JUST. The committee shall inform the Admission and
Registration Unit with its decisions promptly in order to finalize the admission procedure in due
time and according the following regulations:
A. The Credit Hours studied before admittance to JUST: The student who has successfully
completed number of courses in an accredited university before his admittance to JUST,
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may submit a request to the Dean of the Faculty for the equivalence of these courses,
provided the grade is each course (average) is at least 70%,or a grade Good, or above.
B. Credit Hours completed after admittance to JUST:
1. The student who wishes to study a course/courses after his admittance to JUST, during a
summer semester in a Jordanian Public University, must obtain the approval of the Dean
of his Faculty in advance and in coordination with the Dean of the Faculty that offers the
course/courses, provided the total number of credit hours registered inside and outside
JUST shall not exceed JUST permitted course load. In this case the Admission &
Registration Unit shall be duly informed in writing or electronically.
2. The student who wishes to study a course/courses after his admittance to JUST, during a
summer semester in a non-Jordanian Public University, must obtain in advance the
approval of the Dean of his Faculty, and in coordination with the Dean of the Faculty
that offers the course/courses, provided the total number of credit hours registered
outside JUST shall not exceed JUST permitted study load. In this case the Admission &
Registration Unit shall be duly informed in writing or electronically.
3. The student who has successfully completed a defined number of Credit Hours as
stipulated in paragraphs B1& B2 of this rules and regulation, may submit a request to
the Dean of his Faculty and in coordination with the Dean of the Faculty that offers the
course, for verifying the equivalency of these courses, provided the grade in any of the
courses is not less than the minimum passing grade in JUST.
C. The equivalence of the Credit Hours in the Bridging program: (for further information
regarding the equivalency of Bridging Programs Credit Hours, please check with the Unit of
Admission & Registration)
D. However, in all cases the equalized Credit Hours studied outside JUST must not exceed the
following number of Credit Hours:
1.Sixty (60) Credit Hours for the Faculties of Applied Medical Sciences, Nursing,
Agriculture, Science & Arts, and the programs of Computer Science, Computer
Information Systems and Software Engineering.
2.Seventy-five (75) Credit Hours for the Faculties of Engineering, Architecture & Design,
Pharmacy, Veterinary Medicine and the programs of Computer Engineering and
Network Engineering & Security.
E. The student is exempted from the equalized course which he/she has completed outside
JUST, provided, its grades shall not be included in computing his yearly average.
F. The permitted duration of study is reduced one semester for every (12) equalized Credit
Hours.
G. Credit Hours studied outside JUST during the period of the student's postponement of
study, or withdrawal, or loss of university seat, shall not be allocated to the student's record.
Grading Appeal
A student may appeal in writing to the Dean of the Faculty concerning the final grade within the
maximum period of two weeks after announcing the results of the course and paying the appeal
fee. The Dean shall discuss the appealed results with the course instructor and the Head of the
Department. In such cases the following action shall be executed:
1. The Dean forms a special committee in which the course instructor is not a member. The
committee reviews and verifies the proper correction of the exam paper.
2. The committee follows in its correction, the instructor's approved correct answers.
3. The committee then submits its recommendations to the Dean who in turn recommends to the
Deans’ Council to take the proper action as recommended.
4. The same committee shall be assigned to review any further appeals.
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Graduation regulation
The Bachelor's Degrees will be awarded upon the fulfillment of the following requirements:
1. Passing all the courses set in the Study Plan.
2. Attaining a minimum General Average of (2.0)
3. The fulfillment of the graduation requirements within the permitted duration of study as stated
in the regulations.
4.Being registered as a full time student in attendance at JUST for the last two semesters
including the graduation semester, provided, he/she has completed at least (60) Credit Hours
in JUST.
5. A student may postpone his graduation for a period of one semester including the summer
semester for the purpose of raising his cumulative average after the approval of the Dean of
his/her Faculty, and before the graduation resolution is issued by the Deans' Council. The
student, in this case, must take into consideration the regulations regarding course repetition
and the maximum permitted duration for graduation.
6. The student must obtain the university clearance statement before starting graduation
procedures.
7. The graduation certificate is awarded upon the fulfillment of all the requirements at the end of
every semester. However, the graduation ceremony is held only once at the end of the second
semester.
8. The Bachelor's Degree shall bear the date of the student's qualification for graduation.
Academic Disciplines, Student Conduct & Integrity
In its mission to provide a career-oriented education, JUST strives to create a community of
students, faculty, and staff committed to teaching, facilitate learning, and conduct research. The
foundation of academic work is intellectual integrity, credibility, and trust. A learning
community can only be maintained if its members believe that their work is judged fairly and
that they will not be put at a disadvantage because of another member's dishonesty. For these
reasons, it is essential for students to understand university standards and their importance in the
mission of JUST. The following violations expose the student to disciplinary penalties and this
apply to all students.












Refrain deliberately from attending lectures and incitement to it
Noncompliance with the academic requirements and instructions.
Cheating or creating chaos or causing disruption during the exams.
Any act committed by the student that affects honor, dignity, morality, and reputation of
the university or its employees.
Distribution of publications or advertisements without the approval of the authorized
personnel
Organize or participate in unauthorized organization/ unauthorized collaboration inside
the university or in any activity that breaches the regulations.
Obstruct or disrupt the teaching process.
Any insult or abuse committed towards a faculty member, staff, or another university
student.
Damage movable or immovable property of the university
Breach of university laws, regulations, and instructions.
Forgery or misuse of university documents.

The decisions of imposing disciplinary penalties are final except the following penalties to which
the student may submit an appeal for reconsideration:
o Temporary dismissal from one semester or more.
o Permanent dismissal from the university.
o Withdrawal of the awarded degree.
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CLINICAL GUIDELINES
Clinical nursing courses are organized to teach accurate practice, help students find their way
through the various clinical courses, and attempt to clarify student responsibilities in clinical
practice. This guideline provides students with rules and regulations, and professional standards
that guide and direct their practice in clinical settings, to promote efficient and safe practice.
Nursing Ethics
Ethics refers to the principles of conduct governing the student as a member of the nursing
profession. It describes a code of behavior. In addition to the nurse's responsibility for learning
nursing theory and practice, the Code of Nursing Ethics requires that the student nurse shall:






Accept the responsibility of providing care to any individual.
Keep all information about the patient, family, co-workers, and agency, confidential.
Follow rules and routines of the agencies in which he/she is associated.
Perform only functions for which he/she is prepared.
Keep relationships with patient on a professional basis.

Code for Nurses
Jordanian Code for Nurses, first published in 1996, describes the primary goals, obligations,
duties, and values of nursing profession. It shapes and defines the commitments that nurses make
to patients and the public. The following are major principles:














The nurse provides services with respect for human dignity and the uniqueness of the
client, unrestricted by considerations of social or economic status, personal attributes, or
the nature of health problems.
The nurse safeguards the client's right to privacy by judiciously protecting information of
a confidential nature.
The nurse acts to safeguard the client and the public when health care and safety are
affected by the incompetent, unethical, or illegal practice of any person.
The nurse assumes responsibility and accountability for individual nursing judgments
and actions.
The nurse maintains competence in nursing.
The nurse exercises informed judgment, uses individual competence and qualifications as
criteria in seeking consultation, accepting responsibilities, and delegating nursing
activities to others.
The nurse participates in activities that contribute to the ongoing professional knowledge
development.
The nurse participates in the profession's efforts to implement and improve standards of
nursing.
The nurse participates in the profession's efforts to establish and maintain conditions of
employment conducive to high quality nursing care.
The nurse participates in the profession's efforts to protect the public from
misinformation and misrepresentation and to maintain the integrity of nursing.
The nurse collaborate with members of the health professions and other citizens in
promoting community and national efforts to meet the health needs of the public.
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Standard precautions and Student responsibility









Nursing students must have a proof of receiving three doses of Hepatitis B. Vaccination.
This proof should be submitted to course instructor before starting NUR 223; Adult
Health Nursing 1 (Clinical).
Students are responsible for expenses incurred for Hepatitis vaccine, each dose of
hepatitis vaccine costs the student 10 JD.
All students must adhere to Standard Precautions –which is an approach to infection
control- and comply with standards on "Occupational Exposure to Blood borne
Pathogens." According to Occupational Exposure to Blood borne Pathogens, all human
blood and body fluids are considered to be potentially infectious materials. Body fluids
include: semen, vaginal secretions, cerebrospinal fluid, synovial fluid, peritoneal fluid,
amniotic fluid, saliva, any body fluid that is visibly contaminated with blood, as well as
all body fluids in situations where it is difficult or impossible to differentiate between
body fluids.
Students in the clinical settings or campus laboratory must use protective equipment
such as gloves, masks, and/or gowns, that depend upon the task and degree of exposure
anticipated.
Contaminated needles and other contaminated sharps shall not be recapped or
removed unless no alternate is feasible. Recapping or needle removal must be
accomplished through the use of a mechanical device or a one-handed technique.

Communication in Health Care Facilities
Although students assume responsibility for their assigned patient while in clinical lab, the
agency does not relinquish patient responsibility. Patient safety is the students' responsibility.
Students who are overtired may compromise safety; therefore, working a shift immediately prior
to clinical is not advised. The student is required to obtain information from the instructor or
staff regarding a patient before giving care. Before leaving the clinical setting, the student is
required to report or explain the care given to patients to:




The staff member who is assigned to that patient.
Registered Nurse who is responsible for the coordination of care.
Clinical instructor.

Attendances and Absence
Attendance is required for all clinical conferences, seminars and practice. Students are
responsible for their own transportation and costs incurred during their clinical experiences;
however, the FON may offer transportation according to the availability of transportation from
the university. The FON protects clients and students, therefore, faculty members may exclude
any student from the clinical area due to illness, lack of preparation, inappropriate clothing, or
any other situations deemed unsafe for both the student or/and the client. Student's absences are
subjected to the university rules and regulations. Excused or unexcused absence should not
exceed 10% of the clinical hours. However, unexcused absence will affect student's grade.
Acceptable excuse for their student's absence:





Illness that must be supported with medical report from the health center. All medical
excuses must be singed and stamped from the University Health Center shortly after the
absence day.
Death of a close family member or crisis in the family.
Any other situations will be within the faculty member's prerogative to determine the
acceptability of the absences.
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Unexcused absence and lateness, will be evaluated in the clinical courses as following:




One day absence will be considered zero evaluation for that clinical day.
Lateness should be less than 15 minutes. A lateness that exceeded 15 minutes will be
reported as an absent day
Three ‘lates’ will be considered as one day absence.

For unexcused absence of over than 10% of the clinical hours for a course, the student will
be given 35% of grade or will be asked to withdraw from the course.
Appearance and Hygiene
Comfort, security, and well being of the patient is dependent upon the nurse's level of
knowledge and competencies. In addition, it is influenced by the nurse's personal hygiene,
appearance, and behavior. Poor grooming and inappropriate behavior may convey to the client
and family a feeling of carelessness. Students who are working with clients and health
professionals as a part of their learning practice are expected to dress in a professional manner,
clean and neat. The students' appearance and dress must be consistent with the faculty policy.
All faculty members will closely uphold the following guidelines:
a) Uniform: The uniform will be Burgundy for both male and female students. Uniform could
be of any style that provides a professional appearance, allows comfort and freedom of
movement. The student is responsible to purchase the uniform. Uniform is to be worn in the
clinical setting only.
b) Name Tag: The student name, student academic year and the institution "University of
Science and Technology / Faculty of Nursing" imprinted on the name tag and should be
worn at all times. It is the student’s responsibility to buy the name tag.
c) Jewelry and Scents: Watches, name tags, medical alert identification, plain wedding ring,
and small stud earrings may be worn. Jewelry should not be worn, perfume and scented
after-shave should be avoided.
d) Shoes: All shoes must be clean and in good repair- White shoes for female students and
black shoes for males students. Shoes must cover the entire foot and have a close toe and
heel. The heel should be no higher than 3 cm.
e) Hair and Nails: Hair must be worn off the collar and away from the face. Men must keep
facial hair trimmed or closely shaven. No nail polish may be worn, and nails must not extend
beyond the end of the finger.
Clinical Settings Not Requiring Uniform
In settings not requiring uniforms, students should wear a lab coat, clean and neat, and reflect
professional appearance. Dress in a professional manner means that students have a clean lab
coat, well-groomed appearance, appropriate clothes under the lab coat, clean shoes and no excess
jewelry. These settings may include home visits, psychiatric units, public health department, and
nurseries.
Professional vs. Non-Professional Behavior
Nursing students must demonstrate professional behaviors and avoid any offensive behaviors.
The following guidelines help reflect professional behaviors and outlines the offensive nonprofessional behavior.
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Professional Behavior:






Students attend classes/clinical labs/campus labs.
Students are primarily focused on course/program objectives.
Students must notify faculty prior to a scheduled clinical or class if an absence must
occur, unless it is an emergency.
Students are expected to maintain high standards of academic honesty and integrity in
accordance with the Academic Code of the College.
Students are expected to conduct themselves as mature, honest, ethically sensitive, and
responsible persons.

Offensive Non-Professional Behaviors:








Disregard of proper dress and/or personal hygiene.
Tardiness.
Use of profane or offensive language.
Inconsiderate treatment of patients, classmates, and faculty members.
Intoxication and/or use of intoxicants.
Substance abuse or misuse.
Unexcused absences from clinical and conferences.

Unethical conduct as defined by the Jordanian "Code of Ethics"
Unsafe Clinical Behavior
Nursing faculty have the responsibility to protect the public. Therefore, any student who is
engaged in any situation that may have potential outcomes for violation of safety standards will
be subjected to immediate dismissal from the clinical area and / or a failing grade in the clinical
course. Furthermore, the clinical agencies reserve the right to terminate use of its facilities by a
particular student, when necessary, to maintain its operation free from disruption and to ensure
quality of client care. Unsafe clinical behavior is demonstrated when the student:














Violates or threatens the physical safety of the client, e.g.: negligent use of side rails,
restraints; comes unprepared to clinical site; leaves bed in high position.
Violates or threatens the psychological safety of the client, e.g.: uses clichés repeatedly,
does not encourage verbalization, is not aware of differences in ability to
communicate, failure to document or act on changes in behavior.
Violates or threatens the microbiological safety of the client, self, or others
e.g.: unrecognized violation of aseptic technique and universal precautions; comes
with communicable disease to clinical experience; unrecognized violation of
isolation procedure.
Violates or threatens the chemical safety of the client, e.g.: violates the "6 Rights of
Administering Medications"; fails to monitor IV infusions safely; fails to identify
and follow through on significant nursing implications related to medications.
Violates or threatens the thermal safety of the client, e.g.: fails to observe safety
precautions during O2 therapy, heat/cold applications; leaves unreliable patient alone
while he/she smokes.
Inadequately and/or inaccurately utilizes the nursing process, e.g.: fails to observe and/or
report critical assessment regarding patients.
Violates previously mastered principles/learning/objectives in carrying out nursing
care skills.
Assumes inappropriate independence in actions or decisions, e.g.: fails to seek
supervision when situation is questionable.
Any other facts or circumstances potential for violation of safety standards.
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Conduct






Honesty: Honesty is required in both written and oral communications within classroom
and clinical settings. Sanctions that may be imposed include, but are not limited to,
expulsion, academic probation, suspension, and failure in the course. The student
dismissed for dishonesty will not be eligible for readmission in the nursing program.
Confidentiality: Confidentiality is required concerning client information including, but
not limited to, written, printed, verbal or observed information and status. Breach of
confidentiality is grounds for dismissal from the nursing program.
Safe Practice: Safe Practice in the clinical setting is required. Students are expected to
demonstrate behavior leading to safe practice. Failure to demonstrate those behaviors can
result in sanctions determined by the faculty and/or dismissal from the program. The
behaviors expected are identified in the clinical evaluation tool for each course.

Policy Regarding Reporting Of Incidents in the Clinical
Definition:
An incident is defined as any happening which is not in accord with the routine operation of the
institution or the routine care of a particular patient/client. It may involve a patient/client, staff
member, student, visitor or all. It could involve supplies, equipment, procedures, or particular
services or programs as well.
Purpose:





To document the type and frequency of incidents that occur during student
clinical experiences in order to identify, analyze and take action to eliminate such
incidents.
To provide documentation for potential litigation.
To serve as an educational tool to assist faculty to detect gaps in understanding and direct
changes in the educational program.

Reporting Guidelines


The following guidelines are to be followed when completing incident reports:
o All incidents should be reported on incident form provided by Faculty of Nursing.
o Documentation about the incident should be objective and contain factual
information only.
o Reports are to be completed by the person directly involved in or present at the
time of the incident, i.e., student or faculty supervisor. When a student is under
the supervision of a preceptor, the faculty supervisor is to be notified of the
incident. The incident report is to be completed by the person who was directly
involved.
o Reports are to be handled as CONFIDENTIAL and are not to be copied or
circulated.
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STUDENT AFFAIRS
Students at the FON/ JUST play a vital role in university governance by serving on many
activities inside and outside the university community. Involvement in these activities is an
important part of the student’s education and university tradition.
Student activities accomplished by participation in different communities including:
Students union
The Student Union is committed to supporting all students from a wide variety of backgrounds
and experiences which acts as an official representation and advocacy on campus. It represents
the voice of the student body in the university.
The student union aims at immersing the students in a wealth of cultural events and activities as
well as quality support services including the social, athletic, recreational, cultural and academic
interests.
The student union is administered by a selected administrative body which consists of a group of
members elected by the students on a yearly basis.
Email: studentaffairs@just.edu.jo

Athletic activities
Healthy body, healthy mind! The two are interconnected. To this end, the Jordan University of
Science and Technology offers facilities, programs and opportunities for all students. You can
continue to nurture a lifelong interest in a particular activity or learn a new one from scratch;
play just for fun or indulge your competitive instincts. Through participation in sports, students
can pursue personal development, ethical and responsible behavior and can also develop a sense
of leadership and strength of character, in addition to, respect of the opponent. By practicing
sports and through effective participation, students can grow, learn, enjoy themselves and
develop their personal, physical and intellectual skills. They also can form new friendships and
develop communication skills and change their life style. They also can keep away from negative
behaviors such as smoking and drugs and improve their health.
Facilities




The Gymnasium: It includes courts for handball, basketball, tennis and volleyball. It also
includes several types of gymnastic equipment’s and rooms for playing and practicing
ping-pong, judo, bow and arrow, kick boxing, Karate and taek wando. Lockers and
showers are also available for the use of students and staff.
The University Stadium: It includes soccer field, tennis courts, fields and tracks.

Activities




Inter collegiate Tournaments.
National Tournaments.
International Tournaments

Email: studentaffairs@just.edu.jo
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Student Clubs
Clubs are formed in the University under the Supervision of the Deanship of Student Affairs.
Any group of students who share common interests or hobbies, can apply to form a club; through
which, members can perform activities to satisfy their interests and talents. Each club is assigned
an academic advisor and represented by an administrative committee. All these clubs are
financed and supported by the university. Clubs which are formed in the University include:
1. Environmental Protection Club
2. Scientific Innovation Club
3. The Political Culture of Dialogue Club
4. Culture, Media Club
5. Chess Club
6. Create Arab Revolt CLUB
7. Medical Club
8. Entrepreneurship and Cutting-Edge Technology CLUB
9. Volunteer Work and Community Service CLUB
10. Arab and Foreign Students CLUB
11. Special Needs Club
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STUDENT SERVICES
International Students Office (ISO)
JUST realized that international students have special issues and concerns other than those of
other students. For that, The International Students Office (ISO), which is connected directly
with the president, was established inside the University campus. It is the first place for
international students to contact for information and support.
The ISO is primarily tasked with attracting international students to JUST and ensuring that they
are appropriately welcomed and supported at JUST.
Qualified coordinators and student affairs staff are available at the office to provide full range of
consultation services including: accommodation, cultural, social and legal services, in addition to
organizing trips, social events, and meetings with the president.
JUST values and encourages the University’s mix of Jordanian and international students to
create a positive learning environment.
The office is open Sunday through Thursday from 8:00 am to 4:00 pm, and the office employees
are always pleased to listen to inquiries and concerns.
e-mail: iso@just.edu.jo
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Library
academic libraries are engines of scientific research that provide information resources
and related services to staff and students. JUST Library avails access to a tremendous collection
of printed and electronic materials in all branches of knowledge. The strategic plan of JUST library
includes the vision of becoming distinguished in terms of resources and services and of being the
leading core source of cultural and scientific knowledge and thought at the national and regional
levels.
Library collection includes 195,000 books and 50,000 volumes of back issues of scientific
journals that cover all fields of knowledge. Moreover, the library has active subscriptions
to 590,000 eBooks, and has access to 85 databases including about 156,000 electronic journals in
full text. All databases and library materials are available to students and faculty members at the
university for free.
Library users can access these resources by making use of EDS , which is unified and
comprehensive index that avails an effective search in all library resources. They can access these
resources from inside or outside the university through the Library official
website http://www.just.edu.jo/library. Beside the free access computer labs equipped
with 200 advanced computers, the full coverage of wireless internet service at the library building
allows users to access these resources through their own laptops, iPads/Tablets and smartphones.
The library provides the Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) which is a circulation/return selfservice enabling users to borrow and return library materials automatically and independently.
Using the Document Delivery System (DDS) service, the electronic department staff in the library
responds within 24 hours by email to researches' requests for softcopies of published research
articles. Furthermore, library users can borrow any library material via the Inter-Library Loan
(ILL) service from Jordanian public university libraries.
The library also has the Digital Library Assistant (DLA) service, which is employed to arrange
and re-shelve books. This device is also used for weeding purposes and searching for missing
books.
The library building is about 12,500 square meters, an area that hosts around 2500 seated library
users simultaneously. JUST Library follows the Library of Congress (LC) classification and
Online Public Access Catalog (OPAC) which enables users to access all bibliographic records to
printed and electronic resources.
The FON has access to databases and access to Lippincott procedure manual where students are
provided with special application to download and use whenever they need it.

Contact Information
Jordan University of Science & Technology
Library Unit
Tel : 00962-2-7201000 Ext. 27500
Fax : 00962-2-7201066
P.O.Box 3030 Irbid 22110, JORDAN
E-mail : library@just.edu.jo
Website : www.just.edu.jo/library
Facebook : www.facebook.com/Library.JUST
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Language center
The Language center at JUST (LC@JUST) was launched at the beginning of the academic year
2013/2014 to smooth the progress of enhancing capabilities in teaching and learning languages
inside the university campus. The center helps non-native speakers increase their language
skills for study, work, or everyday life. The LC@JUST offers classes that integrate speaking,
listening, reading and writing at all levels, from beginner to advanced. Most importantly the
center offers the opportunity to learn Arabic language in its native environment and the
possibility to learn more about Arabic culture, life-style and customs.
Since the early start of its commencement, the center has been trying to attract teachers and
learners interested in Arabic language from non-Arabic countries in an attempt to bridge
cultural and societal differences amongst communities of Jordan, Arab Muslim countries, and
overseas. Inspired by the university vision and mission, the center espouses the idea of
scientific, cultural, and societal exchange among JUST students and faculty members and other
universities around the world.

Counseling Office
The counseling office is the university's primary facility for personal counseling and
psychological outreach and consultation services. The primary goal of counseling is to help
students develop the personal awareness and skills necessary to overcome problems and to grow
and develop in ways that will allow them to take advantage of the educational opportunities at
the university.
Issues pertaining to Study Skills and Personal Relationships have been the most commonly
discussed in counseling. Other topics include: anxiety, stress, and depression. Students coming
into the office for counseling are usually seeking more effective and rewarding lives by
confronting personal problems, skill development issues, or value questions.
Confidentiality:
Confidentiality is regarded as the most important aspect of this Office. All contact with students
is maintained confidential.
Appointments:
Students may schedule an appointment by stopping by the Office; however, the best methods are
as follows:
Voice at 7201000 (Ext. 27100).
E-mail mlana@just.edu.jo
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Student Housing
Student (Female) Housing on- Campus residence
The University has created what is considered to be an ideal atmosphere for academic progress.
The most significant component of this atmosphere is the on-campus residence for female
students available for Arab, Muslim and foreign students along with their Jordanian colleagues.
The University offers an engaging and intellectually stimulating multicultural setting where
female students coming from different cultures network and bond.

e-mail: FSDH@just.edu.jo

Catering and Food Services
Student cafeteria:




Providing food services for students and employees
The cost of eating in the cafeteria are not expensive; it is appropriate for all.
The cafeteria provides very delicious food for breakfast and launch such as falafel,
humus and traditional food like" maansaf" for launch and also fast food such as burger
and hotdog .

Almla'eb Cafeteria:



Mla'eb Cafeteria making healthy food including vegetable and items which are
good for health.
Also desserts such as cheesecake and brownies fresh Juices are
available.

Buildings cafeteria:



Also it's a cafeteria located in buildings halls after the library
Different types of food are available and the cost of the food is not high here either.
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Book store
The book store on campus provides staff and students with all required academic text books at
discounted prices.
Post Office
The post office carries out all postal services such as handling correspondence, printed matter,
packages, deposited and paid postal money orders, permits, coupons and air mail.
Bank
Cairo-Amman Bank provides all banking services to employee and students as well.
Consumer’s Shop
It provides food, soft drinks, stationary, mobile services and other consumer goods to university
students and personnel at token prices.
Health care and insurance
The center provides low-cost primary health care services to the communities of JUST
University, Yarmouk University, Al-Albayt University and others. The health center is
committed to provide quality health care and as such maintain accreditation by the health care
accreditation council (HCAC) since 2011.

The center provides the following services:









Preventive and therapeutic services: through family medicine clinics, pediatric
clinic, well-baby clinic, women’s health and family planning clinic, breast cancer
screening clinic, optometry clinic, nutrition clinic and smoking cessation clinic.
Diagnostic Services: through the diagnostic lab that provides biochemistry,
hematology, microbiology, urine and stool tests, hormone and serology tests and the
diagnostic radiology which provides x-ray, ultrasound and mammogram.
Pharmaceutical services: The pharmacy offers a variety of services including:
Medication therapy management, Vaccines administered on site, counseling on
medications, and smoking cessation support.
Training and teaching services for family medicine residents, fifth year medical
students, pharmacy students, nursing students and medical laboratory students.
Training services for the postgraduates in different fields.
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Community Nursing Health services through free medical days and health
awareness campaigns.

Information Technology and Communication Center
The center has been providing the University with an excellent and rapidly expanding
Information and Communication Technology (ITCC) infrastructure to accommodate the growing
administrative and academic needs. The University computing facilities comprise of over 3000
personal computers, a server farm, Gigabit and wireless Ethernet networks that span the entire
campus, VoIP infrastructure, and an Internet connection of 200 Mbps. Network security is
managed through Firewall, IDS, Corporate Anti-virus system and other tools. There are four
Video conferencing systems that are able to cover different classrooms and halls.
e-mail: cic@just.edu.jo
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KING ABDULLAH II FUND FOR DEVELOPMENT
King Abdullah II Fund for Developmentwas established at JUST in 2003. The aim of the office
is to provide the students with professional advice and technical consultation in communication
skills and job search. The project is meant to enhance chances of the university graduates to get
jobs and link the student community with private sector establishments and civil society
institutions, at the national, regional and international levels.
The mechanism of work is based on providing a database concerning the market needs of human
resources and matching students training on communication skills with the actual needs of the
market, as a fundamental requirement to synchronize the output of the educational system with
the needs of the labor market. The office also work to enhance professional ethics and values,
help students obtain permanent jobs after graduation, or part-time jobs during university study
and link the university student community with the activities of the private sector and the civil
society.
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STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES
Orientation
Students are introduced to the university, including academic policies and regulations, the
campus, and student services during the week of orientation. Students should sign the
commitment form, which is sent to student services, electronically. Students can access the
regulations from the university website: www.just.edu.jo/aboutjust/Pages/Publications.aspx.
Moreover, each nursing student is given a hard copy of the latest edition of the Faculty of
Nursing handbook.
Changes and updates in policies, procedures, and program information are communicated to
students via a variety of ways, including email messages, the students’ union, announcements
during lectures, bulletin boards notices, course manuals, and university and faculty websites.
Notice Boards5
Faculty notice boards are situated in all floors and it is the student’s responsibility to follow
the notice boards regularly. These notice boards must only be used for official notices and no
other notices are to be placed by any student without the permission of the Dean and stamp of
approval by the faculty. Students must not deface notices in any way as they are official
University documents. Breaking this rule will be considered an act of misconduct.
Information Technology and Communication Center (ITC)
Orientation of the educational technology is provided to the students upon enrollment during the
university’s orientation week. The University provides technological support to all students
through the Computer and Information Center (CIC). The center enables students to have their
individual internet accounts through which they can access online services such as registration,
e-learning, e-library, e-services, among others. Each student is provided with a password
protected access to their personal information (the password can be changed by the student at
any time).
Students and faculty have full free access to all relevant online databases. The whole campus
including residences is Wi-Fi connected.
E-Learning
The e-learning system is used by JUST to provide a suitable virtual electronic learning
environment for the instructors and students. This system implements the necessary e-learning
functions that are needed by both, students and faculty members. For example, this system can
be used to post course documents, files, assignments, grades, and to create e-groups.
Student record privacy
Student educational records including application forms, enrollment and subsequent records
are confidentiality kept by the Admission and Registration Unit. Student educational records
comply with JUST policies and regulations and are stored in locked cabinets within a secured
office.
Most of the student records are electronically built. No one can get entry to the record, except
the student’s advisor. If hard copy is needed, all copies are kept in closed cabinets.
Transportation
Transposition for JUST students are available all the time.
At the university there is regular campus shuttle to transport students between housing areas, the
engineering buildings, medical and building classrooms.
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From Irbid:





Students who lives in Irbid come to university by Sheikh Khaleel bus which is hold in
al hosun street or buses of Amman stance
The bus take for 20-25 minute to arrive at the university.
The cost of Sheikh Khaleel is 55 piaster.
The cost of Amman stance buses is 60 piaster.

From Amman:




Students who lives in Amman come to university by al Shamal stance which have many
buses that arrive on campus.
The bus take for 1-1:30 hour to arrive JUST.
The bus take 1.15JD.

When Students come to Jordan from their countries:







The distance from airport to Amman housing have 30-45 minutes.
The cost of arriving from the airport to Amman housing by Taxi is 25 JD.
The cost of arriving from the airport to Amman housing by bus is 3 JD.
The time from airport to Irbid by Taxi take 2-3 hours.
The cost of arriving from the airport to Irbid Housing is 50 JD.
Arriving from Airport to Irbid by bus take 2:30-3:30 hours and cost around 5-6 JD.

Wi-Fi services
Wi-Fi services available at the whole campus including residences through the student username
and password provided by Computer and Information Center (CIC).
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STUDENT POLICIES
Jordan University of Science and Technology
Faculty of Nursing

Policy Title: Academic Integrity: students
obligations
Policies and Procedures Manual:
Originating Department/ Committee:
Policy No. : ST 01
Page 54 of 77
Date Originated: 1983
Last Revision: Dec 2, 2018
Approved by: FON Council
Approval Date: Dec 12, 2018
Purpose:
Jordan University of Science and Technology is committed to maintaining and promoting
instructional excellence and learning. Among the cornerstones of this commitment are
academic honesty and responsibility. This policy aims to describe behaviors that constitute
student academic misconduct and the actions that may ensue as a result of such behavior.
Policy:
This policy establishes each student's obligations for academic integrity, and includes
procedures regarding adjudication for alleged breach of these obligations by students. A
student has the obligation to exhibit honesty, and to respect the ethical standards of the
nursing profession in carrying out his or her academic assignments.
Academic misconduct includes, but is not limited to the following:
1. Plagiarism
1.1. Plagiarism occurs when a student presents as his or her own, the work or data of someone
else.
1.2. Plagiarism occurs when paragraphs, phrases, sentences or ideas are taken from another
source without referring to or citing the author. It can include the presentation of all or
part of another person’s work as something one has written, paraphrasing another’s
writing without proper acknowledgement, or representing another’s artistic or technical
work or creation, as one’s own.
1.3. Any use of the work of others, whether published, unpublished, or posted electronically,
attributed or anonymous, must include proper acknowledgement.
2. Cheating
2.1. Cheating includes, but is not limited to the following:
2.1.1. Communicating or attempting to communicate with another individual or other
individuals during an exam without the permission of the instructor or invigilator.
2.1.2. Using or attempting to use answers of another student or students, providing answers to
other students, or failing to take measures deemed reasonable to the instructor or invigilator to
prevent the use of one's answers by other students in assignments or examinations.
2.1.3. Consulting other students, materials, or technologies during an examination outside the
confines of an examination room.
2.1.4. Submitting work prepared in collaboration with another individual or individuals, when
collaborative work on a project has not been authorized by the instructor; this includes
unauthorized collaboration in an online or electronic format.
2.1.5. Submitting work prepared in whole or in part by another person, including work
purchased, and representing that work as one’s own.
2.1.6. Offering for sale essays or other assignments, in whole or in part, with the expectation
that these works will be submitted by the purchaser to meet course requirements.
2.2. In the absence of specific approval from the instructor, students should assume that all
assignments, exams, presentations, etc., are to be completed independently, without any form
of collaboration.
3. Impersonation
3.1. Impersonation occurs when one individual claims to be another in class; in an online class
or environment; in a test, examination, or interview; or in connection with any other type of
assignment or placement associated with a course or academic program.
3.2. Both the impersonator and the individual impersonated may be subject to discipline
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4. Improper Access to Examination Materials
4.1. Improper access to examination materials occurs when a student acquires, possesses,
and/or distributes examinations, examination materials, or information from an examination
without the instructor’s authorization.
4.2. Both the distributor and recipient of such materials may be subject to discipline .
5. Falsification or unauthorized modification of an academic document/record
5.1. Falsifying, fabricating, or in any way modifying an academic document or record used in
support of an application, record, petition/appeal, or endeavor constitutes academic
misconduct.
5.2. An academic document or record includes but is not limited to a course examination or
test, transcript, grade, letter of recommendation or related document, note of instructor's
permission for any activity, a degree, or a physician’s letter/form.
Procedure:
1. The University will vigorously investigate allegations of academic misconduct, while
taking all reasonable steps to protect the rights and interests of individuals whose work
or performance is questioned
2. A letter of complaint is submitted to the course coordinator from the student's teacher.
The student's violation is clarified
3. The Student must be notified, either orally or in writing, early in the investigative process
that he or she is suspected of academic misconduct
4. The complaint shall be submitted to the head of the concerned department by the course
coordinator
5. The head of the department shall write to the Complaints and Investigations Committee
at the faculty of Nursing (FON)
6. The Committee shall investigate the complaint or violation against the student. In
investigating suspected academic misconduct, instructors, department or program heads,
may use any reasonable legal methods, including but not limited to discussion of the case
details with the Office of the Registrar, electronic services, online searches, circulation to
other instructors in related courses, interviews with the Student, and asking the Student to
submit rough notes or other proof of composition
7. The Complaints and Investigations Committee will take appropriate action in accordance
with the penalties specified in the student discipline system at the university
8. The complaints and violations committee shall address the head of the department
regarding the decision
9. The Complaints and Investigations Committee shall inform the Dean of the FON of the
decision taken at the University Council
10. The Dean of the FON shall inform the Admissions and Registration Department to carry
out the agreed procedure
11. A copy of the penalty against the student is kept in his file at the FON
Definitions:
Academic Integrity: is the pursuit of scholarly activity in an open, honest, and responsible
manner, serving as a basic guiding principle for all academic activity
Academic misconduct: is any action or attempted action that may result in creating an unfair
academic advantage for oneself or an unfair academic advantage or disadvantage for any other
member or members of the academic community
Documentation Required:
Document submitted by the teacher to the coordinator
The letter submitted by the head of the department to the Complaints and Investigations
Committee
The Committee's decision
Letter directed by the Complaints and Investigations Committee to the Dean
Letter addressed to the Admissions and Registration Department
Approval:
FON Council
References:
www.just.edu.jo/Deanships/Deanships of Students affair.
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Jordan University of Science and Technology
Faculty of Nursing

Policy Title: Attendance
Policies and Procedures Manual:
Policy No. : ST 02
Date Originated: 1983
Approved by: FON Council

Originating Department/ Committee:
Page 56 of 77
Last Revision: Dec 2, 2018
Approval Date: Dec 12, 2018

Purpose:
This policy sets out the faculty of nursing expectations in relation to the recording and
monitoring of student attendance and absence, and the actions to be followed when
attendance drops below a set threshold.
Policy:
Students are expected to attend all scheduled classes in courses offered within the Faculty of
Nursing.
Students are expected to attend all planned clinical/practicum experiences and to satisfactorily
achieve the student learning outcomes and meet professional behavioral standards.
Procedure:
1. Students are expected to attend all sessions for the courses in which they are enrolled.
2. Attendance is taken by instructors in on-line registers within the University’s student
records system during each course session. Attendance can be viewed in the Selfservices record within 24 hours of each class.
3. A student is not permitted to miss more than (10%) of the hours required for each course without
excuse.
4. A student who misses more than (10%) of the hours required for a course due to medical or
compelling cause accepted by course instructor, is not allowed to miss more than (20%) of the
course’s required hours.
5. A student misses more than (20%) of the total number of hours required for each course

with or without medical or compelling excuse, shall be precluded from taking all other
examinations of that course, and shall be given the minimum grade of (35%) precluded
due to absence, which shall be calculated in the student’s average, unless he has already
withdrawn from the course within the specified period (a maximum period of thirteen
weeks from the beginning of the first, or second semester, or within the first six weeks
from the summer semester).
6. A Students will receive a warning email from Registry Services when they are close to
receiving an attendance failure notice.
7. In case a student misses 2 practicum days, a warning letter will provided to the
students.
8. In case a student misses 3 practicum days with or without excuse, he/she shall be
precluded from taking all other examinations of that course, and shall be given the
minimum grade of (35%) precluded due to absence, which shall be calculated in the
student’s average, unless he has already withdrawn from the course within the specified
period (a maximum period of thirteen weeks from the beginning of the first, or second
semester, or within the first six weeks from the summer semester).
9. The medical excuse should be in a form of medical report issued by the University Health Center
or the student’s Clinic in King Abdullah University Hospital. The report should be presented to
the Dean of the Faculty that offers the course within a period not exceeding two weeks from the
student’s absence, or in unexpected exceptional circumstances, within one week after the cause is
over.
10. The course instructor, the Heads of Departments, and the Dean of the Faculty that offers the
courses, shall be responsible for carrying out the aforementioned regulations of attendance
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Definitions:
Attendance: is the physical presence of the student in the learning environment for the entire
scheduled session.
Documentation Required:
Medical report
Warning letter
Copy from on - line attendance sheet
Approval:
FON Council
References:
http://www.just.edu.jo/aboutjust/Student%20Regulations/The%20General%20Regulations%20
for%20Awarding%20the%20Bachelor%E2%80%99s%20Degrees.pdf
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Jordan University of Science and Technology
Faculty of Nursing

Policy Title: Dress Code for Clinical Settings
Policies and Procedures Manual:
Originating Department/ Committee:
Policy No. : ST 03
Page 58 of 77
Date Originated: 1983
Last Revision: Sep 20, 2017
Approved by: FON Council
Approval Date: Oct 4, 2017
Purpose:
The aim of this policy is to define the dress code for the nursing students at Jordan University of
Science and Technology (JUST) at their clinical settings. The uniform helps to
 Identify the individual as a student in JUST, Faculty of Nursing and must reflect a
positive and professional image of the individual and the University.
 Ensure students maintain a professional appearance at all times.
 Ensure the protection of students and the public
 Ensure a consistency and allow for cultural practices
 Minimize the risk of cross infection and maintain hand hygiene
 Ensure safe movement
Policy:
The uniform identifies an individual as a student in JUST, Faculty of Nursing and must reflect a
positive and professional image of the individual and the University. The following regulations
govern Student Dress Code for clinical settings.
Procedure:
1. Students who are working with clients and health professionals are expected to dress in
a professional manner, clean and neat. The students’ appearance and dress must be
consistent with the faculty policy:
a. Uniform: The uniform will be Burgundy for both male and female students.
Uniform could be of any style that provides a professional appearance, allows
comfort and freedom of movement. The student is responsible to purchase
uniform. Uniform is to be worn in the clinical setting only.
Long sleeve shirts worn under the uniform must be white and not contain any
graphics.
b. Name Tag: The student name, student academic year, and the name of the
institution “JUST / Faculty of Nursing” imprinted on the name tag, should be
worn at all times. It is the students’ responsibility to buy the name tag.
c. Jewelry and Scents: Watches, medical alert identification, plain wedding ring,
and small stud earrings may be worn. Jewelry should not be worn; use of
perfume and scented after-shave may be avoided.
d. Shoes: All shoes must be clean and in good repair, either while or black, for
female and male students. Shoes must cover the entire foot and have a close toe
and heel. The heel will be no higher than 3 cm.
e. Hair and Nails: Hair must be worn off the collar and away from the face. No nail
polish may be worn, and nails must not extend beyond the end of the finger.
Hijab for female students should be in white color and in a style appropriate for
a profession. Male students are to be clean shaven or have a neatly trimmed
beard.
f. Watch with second hand, stethoscopes, scissors and pens are required
accessories to uniform
g. Pointes will be deducted for non-adherence to the policy each day and will be
cumulative in the Student professionalism evaluation
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Definitions:
Dress code: is a set of written and unwritten rules with regard to clothing that's required
for nursing students for hygiene and identification.
Documentation Required:
Student professionalism evaluation
Approval:
FON Council
References:
JUST regulations
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Jordan University of Science and Technology
Faculty of Nursing

Policy Title: Student Code of Conduct
Policies and Procedures Manual:
Policy No. : ST 04
Date Originated: 1983
Approved by: FON Council

Originating Department/ Committee:
Page 60 of 77
Last Revision: Dec 2, 2018
Approval Date: Dec 12, 2018

Purpose:
The Student Code of Conduct exists to assist in providing the best possible learning and living
environment for all students. Jordan University of Science and Technology (JUST) foster
academic inquiry and upholds the shared values of academic excellence, caring, citizenship,
fairness, respect, responsibility, and trustworthiness as the foundation for academic success. The
student conduct process educates students about responsible decision making and execute
sanctions when the student conduct puts the members of the community in jeopardy or when
there is a need to address student behavior. These behaviors include:
a. Lack of integrity and acts of dishonesty (includes academic dishonesty)
b. Violation of positions of trust
c. Misuse of property or university name
d. Lack of respect (bullying, sexual misconduct, threatening behavior, violence, theft and
exploitation of others, lack of respect for diversity)
Scope: The Student Code of Conduct applies to the conduct of individual students, both
undergraduate and graduate, and all University-affiliated student organizations and the
properties.
Policy:
 The JUST remains committed to safeguarding the health, safety and well-being of its
community
 Each student is responsible for being familiar with the policies of JUST that includes the
student conduct policy
 The Student Code of Conduct applies to behaviors that take place on campus or outside
the campus in University affiliated premises, or online or via electronic medium
 Any misconduct, if found true, may result in termination
 Any violation of local, state or federal law, including violations of any law or regulation
may result in termination
 By endorsing the common principles, nursing students will accept a moral obligation to
behave in ways that contribute to a civil campus environment and resolve to support
this behavior in others.
Procedure:
1. A Grievance against a student for violations of the Code may be made in writing or in
person by anyone who feels the Code has been violated; this must be filed as soon as
the violation occurs and must have all the possible details
2. The written complaint should include the person’s contact information
3. An initial investigation will be conducted to gather additional information and the dean
will meet with the parties involved
4. If the alleged violation is found true, the student may be warned, suspended, or
dismissed, based on the nature of the violation
5. The violation is documented in the student file
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Definitions:
Code of conduct: is an agreement on rules of behavior for the members of that group or
organization. Nurses commonly accept the obligation to live by these common values and
commit to the Code of Ethics for Nurses published by the Jordanian Nursing and Midwifery
Council (JNMC)
Documentation required:
Code of conduct for the University
Report of violation
Investigation report
Approval:
FON Council
References:
JUST regulations
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Jordan University of Science and Technology
Faculty of Nursing

Policy Title
Blood borne Pathogens: Faculty and Students

Policies and Procedures Manual:
Policy No. : ST 05
Date Originated: 1983
Approved by: FON Council

Originating Department/ Committee:
Page 62 of 77
Last Revision: Sep 20, 2017
Approval Date: Oct 4, 2017

Purpose:
This policy aims to establish procedures to help identify, prevent, and control the risk of
transmission of
blood borne pathogens, and assure effective follow up treatment or referral for treatment after
exposure.
Policy:
All students and faculty in the faculty of Nursing who anticipate occupational exposure to blood
borne pathogens shall be afforded all necessary protection to reduce the likelihood of exposure
to, transmission of, and possible infection with HBV, HCV, HIV, or any other blood borne
diseases
Procedure:
1. EDUCATION:
a. Faculty need to be educated according to current Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) guidelines.
b. The Administration/Faculty in the Faculty of Nursing are responsible for
disseminating information about blood borne pathogens and their transmission, and
educating students about the hazards involved when in contact.
c. The curriculum must reflect content related to blood borne pathogens and the
practice of "transmission based precautions".
2. PREVENTION OF TRANSMISSION:
a. Students will receive printed and oral information and instructions on transmission
based precautions for body fluids and blood borne infections or to infectious
laboratory materials in accordance with applicable Centers for Disease prevention
and Control (CDC) guidelines, as a prerequisite for clinical rotations.
b. Laboratory safety guidelines must be employed for the handling of blood and body
fluids of all persons in teaching laboratories.
c. Laboratory courses where exposure to blood is possible must use disposable
supplies; this supplies must not be re-used or shared.
d. Disposal of used supplies shall be in accordance with the University policy.
3. STRICT ADHERENCE TO TRANSMISSION BASED PRECAUTIONS:
a. The Guidelines (transmission based precautions) established by the CDC, the United
States Public Health Services, must be strictly adhered to for the protection of
students, faculty, and patients.
4. HEPATITIS B (HBV) VACCINATION:
a. All faculty members and students are required to be vaccinated with HBV unless
they have documented evidence of immunity to the disease, or are medically at risk
from the vaccine, or have signed an informed consent waiver.
b. Faculty who do not have serologic evidence of their immunity to HBV from
vaccination or previous exposure should know their Hepatitis B surface antigen
(HBsAg) status, and if positive their hepatitis B antibody status.
c. All the Nursing students must present evidence of a completed series of HBV
immunization within six months of admission to the programs or prior to contact
with patients unless they have documented evidence of immunity to the disease, or
are medically at risk from the vaccine, or have signed an informed consent waiver.
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d. If students do not have evidence of immunity, placement for clinical practice could
be affected.
e. Faculty/students who refuse to obtain immunization must sign the appropriate
waiver stating that they have received information regarding the seriousness of
hepatitis B infection and the recommended vaccination options, but have decided
not to obtain the HBV.
f. The Faculty of Nursing will not be responsible for student costs of the HBV. The
Faculty of Nursing may cover the costs for students who demonstrate that such an
expense would create undue financial hardship.
5. PARTICIPATION IN CARE OF INFECTED PATIENTS:
a. Since nurses provide "services with respect for human dignity and the uniqueness of
the client, irrespective of social and economic status, personal attributes, or the
nature of health problems" (ANA Code of ethics for Nurses with Interpretive
Statements, 2001), faculty or students may not refuse to participate in the care of
those patients infected with potential blood borne pathogens or any other type of
patient.
b. Under unusual circumstances (such as, the faculty or student having open lesions or
weeping dermatitis) this ethical mandate may be reconsidered; health care workers
in such circumstances should refrain from all direct patient care and from handling
equipment until the condition resolves.
c. Faculty must provide students with education and counseling to reduce student
apprehension about caring for individuals who are at risk for or who are infected
with blood borne pathogens. The moral obligation of nurses to care for the sick,
regardless of the illness, needs to be emphasized.
d. If students refuse to care for individuals who are at risk for or who are infected with
blood borne pathogens, career counseling about pursuing a nursing career needs to
be offered.
Definitions:
Blood borne pathogens are infectious microorganisms in human blood that can cause disease
in humans. (OSHA; https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/bloodbornepathogens/).
These pathogens include, but are not limited to, hepatitis B virus (HBV) and human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV).
Documentation Required:
Incident report
Medical follow up
Immunization record
Approval:
FON Council
References:
CDC
OSHA
JUST policies
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Jordan University of Science and Technology
Faculty of Nursing

Policy Title: Students Examinations
Policies and Procedures Manual:
Policy No. : ST 06
Date Originated: 1983
Approved by: FON Council

Originating Department/ Committee:
Page 64 of 77
Last Revision: Dec 2, 2018
Approval Date: Dec 12, 2018

Purpose:
The purpose of this policy is to inform students of the expectations related to examinations
administered in each course. This will help the students to plan their time and study optimally
for examinations, in term and final examinations, either written or online exams.
Policy:
This policy provides a framework for term and final examination of students through academic
guidelines, assessing course content as prescribed by the course outline and ensure a degree of
consistency and standardization in operation of examinations.
Students are expected to take examinations as scheduled by faculty.
Procedure: (Procedures during the examination)
1. Students are required to be in the exam room 15 minutes before the start time of the
exam.
2. Every student in attendance at an examination must complete the attendance paper
provided.
3. Students who arrive more than 30 minutes after the commencement of an exam will
not be permitted to enter the exam room
4. Students require a current student identification card to obtain admission to the
examination room. If the card has been misplaced or is not valid, He/she will be directed
to the appropriate place or person for identification.
5. During the designated perusal time, students are permitted to read the examination
paper and request clarification of question/s from the instructor.
6. During the perusal time students are not permitted to write in the examination booklet
or on the examination question paper.
7. All students must stop writing when instructed by the instructor.
8. During the examination students are not permitted to speak to, or communicate with,
any other student either orally or electronically.
9. A student is not permitted to leave the examination room permanently in the first 30
minutes after the published starting time of any examination.
10. At the end of the examination all students must stay seated until all examination papers
have been collected.
11. A student wishing to permanently leave the examination must submit all examination
materials to the instructor who endorses the examination booklet/s, correctly
identifying the student.
12. A student cannot remove any examination papers, examination booklet/s, scrap paper
or attendance slips from the examination room.
13. No student is re-admitted to an examination room after they have left, unless during the
full period of the absence the student has been under approved supervision.
14. If a misconduct happens in the examination room the instructor will examine permitted
materials during the exam. The instructor has the authority to take any action necessary
to prevent misconduct within the examination area. Examples of misconduct include:
talking to another student during an exam, copying from another student, and bringing
in unauthorized material. If such things occur, the student may be escorted from the
exam room. The student will be contacted by the course coordinator for an informal
interview. After the interview, the course coordinator will recommend whether to
conduct a formal investigation by the FON investigation committee, or if no further
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action should be taken; a Summary of the Inquiry may be submitted to the dean and the
faculty member.
15. A student who cannot take the exam at the scheduled time because of an acceptable
excuse, should complete the special form for excuse and request a make-up exam and
submit it to the faculty member and the Dean for verification and approval (online).
16. A deferred examination enables eligible students to complete a final exam at a later
time because of illness or other unavoidable and compelling circumstances.
Definitions:
Classroom examinations: are an important component of measuring student learning and
achievement in nursing courses
Final examinations: Final examinations can either be comprehensive, covering all course
materials, or non-comprehensive, covering only a part of the course.
Deferred examination: is the administration of an examination at a time other than the
scheduled time/date. The University may make alternate provisions for undergraduate
students who are unable to attend a formal examination at the prescribed time, due to
extenuating circumstances.
Online examinations or examinations: is conducting an exam online to measure the
knowledge of the students, with their own assigned device in the computer lab in the
University. It needs a browser and internet connection.
Documentation Required:
Request for make-up exam (online)
Approval:
Policy was approved by the Dean Council of JUST

References:
Jordan University of Science & Technology Rules and Regulations
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Jordan University of Science and Technology
Faculty of Nursing

Policy Title: Exit Exam
Policies and Procedures Manual:
Policy No. : ST 07
Date Originated: Apr 26, 2018
Approved by: FON Council

Originating Department/ Committee:
Page 66 of 77
Last Revision: Sep 20, 2018
Approval Date: Oct 4, 2018

Purpose:
The purpose of exit exam policy is to discuss the process of exit exams, a graduation
requirement, and a measure of the quality of nursing programs.
Policy:
Students graduating from the BSc Nursing program are required to the take the Exit Exam during
their final senior term. All students who do not meet the set benchmark will be required to
remediate the Exit Exam.
Procedure:
1. The Exit Exam is a proctored exams that test the students’ ability to critically analyze,
organize and synthesize material learned over the total period of matriculation for the
degree.
2.

The examination is composed of three parts: An Objective Structured Clinical Examination
(OSCE), an oral examination by an external examiner, and a written Exam. The written
examination consist of multiple choice questions developed to assess the student’s mastery
of knowledge in the nursing discipline.

3.

The Exit Exam is administered under the direction of the Nursing Dean and Head of
Community and Psychiatric Nursing department.

4. The results of the Exit Exam are aggregated by the Faculty responsible for the examination,
will be sent to Community and Psychiatric Nursing department and then forwarded to the
Faculty Council (FC). In the FC the grades of all students will be discussed and then placed
in the students' record.
5. The students who fail the course will be requires to repeat the course.
Definitions:
Exit exam is a graduation requirement for all undergraduate nursing students. It should be
completed during the final semester as a student.

Documentation Required:
Exit Exam Student exam Paper.
Student’s Record.
Approval:
FON Council
Registered Faculty of Nursing.
References: http://www.just.edu.jo/aboutjust/Pages/Regulations.aspx
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Jordan University of Science and Technology
Faculty of Nursing

Policy Title
Clinical Hours for Clinical Courses

Policies and Procedures Manual:
Policy No. : ST 08
Date Originated: 1983
Approved by: FON Council

Originating Department/ Committee:
Page 67 of 77
Last Revision: Sep 20, 2018
Approval Date: Oct 4, 2018

Purpose: the purpose of this policy is to provide guidelines to ensure that the students receive
adequate clinical instruction to meet the objectives of the course. This policy helps to
a. Determine the overall number of clinical hours required by the program.
b. Determine if the student met the requirements to pass the course.
c. Determine the compliance of students.
Policy
The number of required clinical hours scheduled for students will be determined by the number
of clinical course credits
The students who miss (10%) of the predetermined clinical hours may fail the course
Procedure:
1. Faculty will schedule a maximum of one (1) clinical day for end-of-rotation evaluations.
2. Faculty will schedule a maximum of one (1) clinical day for orientation to the clinical unit
unless there are circumstances that require a longer orientation period. When these
circumstances exist, faculty will notify the Department Chair in writing of the total amount
of time to be used for orientation and rationale for this need.
PROCEDURE: The total number
of required clinical hours will be
designated on the course
syllabus
FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING
NUR 103 LAB)
HEALTH ASSESSMENT NUR 208
(LAB)
ADULT HEALTH NURSING I NUR
223(CLINICAL)
ADULT HEALTH NURSING II NUR
228(CLINICAL)
MATERNAL HEALTH NURSING
NUR 344(CLINICAL)
CHILD HEALTH NURSING NUR
356 (CLINICAL
CRITICAL CARE NURSING NUR
410(CLINICAL)
MENTAL HEALTH NURSING NUR
433(CLINICAL)
COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSING
NUR 466 (CLINICAL)
CLINICAL TRAINING NUR 494
Total 26
Total per courseper semester

Credits

Clinical Hours per Week

1

3

1

3

3

14

3

14

3

14

3

14

3

14

3

14

3

14

3
Total 26
Total per course per semester

14
Total 118
118x16 =1888
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Definitions:
Clinical hours: are the hours spend in hands-on experiences in patient care settings and skills
labs to build the student’s skills and confidence. During clinical hours the student will spend time
learning new skills, applying new techniques and practicing bedside manner to feel comfortable
in a clinical setting.
Documentation required:
Clinical evaluation
Approval:
FON Council
References:
Calculation of clinical hours
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Purpose:
The purpose of this policy is to determine the general health status of nursing students before
enrolling in nursing program. In addition, this will help identify students who may not meet the
physical standards required to continue and be successful in nursing career.
Policy:
 To be eligible for registration, all students admitted with full, provisional status and
attending full or part-time must have a Health Evaluation submitted complete initially.
 Students are to meet health requirements prior to enrollment and clinical activities.
 When a student is readmitted after inactive status, a new Health Evaluation must be
performed. The student should obtain the appropriate forms from the Ministry of Health
(MOH) clinics.
Procedure:
1. The student will submit a health evaluation report to the admission and registration unit at
the Jordan University of Sciences and Technology.
2. The student will receive vaccinations such as hepatitis B vaccine prior to starting clinical
3. Documentation on the status of immunizations will be monitored by the clinical faculty.
4. Failure to submit the relevant documentation of immunization within the scheduled
timeframe (2 weeks prior to the start of clinical) may result in a hold on the enrollment
process.
Definitions:
Health assessment is the evaluation of the health status by performing a physical exam after
taking a health history for the nursing students.

Documentation Required:
Health assessment forms
Approval:
FON Council

References:
JUST regulations
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Purpose:
The purpose of this policy is to have a data base for the accurate number of incidents and build
appropriate strategies in preventing the incidents from reoccurring.
Policy:
 Any health incident in the, laboratory or clinical settings at any affiliated clinical agencies
must be reported by the student/faculty member.
 Notify the incident to the appropriate person (Infection control/charge nurse) and
complete the documentation required by the facility.
 Complete Incident Report Form within the same day, which includes a clear statement
of the incident that occurred, who was involved, action that was taken, and any plan for
follow-up. The description should be factual in nature and free of interpretation and
impressions. If a student is unavailable to sign the Incident Report Form within one day,
the Nursing faculty should indicate this on the form and obtain the student’s signature
as soon as possible.
 For incidents involving blood/body fluids, the student and/or faculty member should
report immediately to the infection control nurse. The student/faculty should follow the
agency’s policies and procedures
 When treatment is not accessible in the clinical agency, the faculty member should refer
the student to King Abdulla Hospital.
 If the faculty member is involved in the incident he/she should get treatment, following
guidelines set forth by the clinical site.
 In the event of an incident involving a student, any follow-up care is the responsibility of
the student, through their insurance at the university’s expense.
 The faculty member should forward the completed report within a day to the
appropriate vice Dean, with a copy to the dean or designee for review.
 If the injury occurs to faculty or staff, the report will then be forwarded to the dean.
Procedure:
Definitions:
Health Incident: A health incident is defined as any actual or potential injury or health risk that
occurs to a student or a faculty member in any teaching environment within the Faculty of
Nursing or its affiliated clinical agencies
Documentation Required
Incident Report Form
Approval:
FON Council
References:
JUST regulations
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Scope:
This policy keeps pace with the changing demands of the healthcare services in Jordan and
aligns with international standards of nursing education.
Purpose:
The purpose of this policy is to describe the process for bridging program and checking
equivalency. At the end of the bridging program, the graduate nurses will be able to:
 Have the opportunity to enrich their knowledge in the sciences, nursing and additional
disciplines, while being introduced to the state-of-the-art learning technologies to
enhance their success as a working professional.
 Provide professional nursing care, in relation to health promotion, health
maintenance, illness management, health restoration, and rehabilitation, based on
knowledge derived from theory and research.
 Use clinical judgment to solve problems, provide quality nursing care, develop
competency in skills, and principles of leadership to enhance health care practices in
various settings.
 Utilize principles of research and evidence based practice to improve nursing practice.
 Apply professional, ethical, moral, and legal principles in nursing practice.
Policy
It is the policy of the Faculty of Nursing (FON) at Jordan University of Science and Technology
(JUST) to provide access to bridging programs for furthering post-secondary studies to obtain a
bachelor’s degree and to provide programs that support internationally educated professionals.
The nursing profession is an important part of the health care delivery system. As in many
countries in the region and the world, the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan suffers from a severe
shortage of nursing staff with a bachelor's degree. The global trend is to establish the basic
degree required for practicing health professions as baccalaureate/bachelor level; therefore,
it is necessary to adopt programs to grant bachelor degree by ‘bridging’, to make way for those
who do not have the bachelor’s degree in nursing. For this reason, the bridging program was
initiated in the FON, at JUST, in accordance with the rules and regulations of the Ministry of
Higher Education and Scientific Research and JUST.
Basic Rules for Bridging Students with Diploma from Jordan:
1. Students holding Jordanian diploma in nursing who passed the comprehensive exam with an
average not less than 68%, are accepted in equivalent majors as listed by Ministry of Higher
Education and Scientific Research.
2. Students who hold community colleges diploma (three year study) and four year study (who
are not covered by the system of the comprehensive exam) are allowed to bridging system for
equal specializations. But they are subject to progress of the Written Examination held by the
Al-Balqa University for the purpose of bridging. Their success criteria is 68% in the exam.
4. Maximum credit hours accepted should not exceed half of the credits hours required for the
program.
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Basic Rules for Bridging Students with Diploma from Outside Jordan:
1. Students who have diploma from outside Jordan may be accepted in equivalent Majors at the
University providing that their university is recognized in their home countries.
2. Maximum credit hours accepted should not exceed half of the credits hours required for the

program.
Procedure:
The following steps must be followed for students enrolled in the bridging system, and to appear
in the Student Record System for purposes of registration.
1. Once accepted into the University bridging program, each student should bring a Certified
Transcript of the courses completed and a course description to the faculty for verifying
equivalency.
2. Verification of the equivalency of the courses completed in the Community College (as
part of the student’s academic program) in his new specialization in the University shall
be the responsibility of the relevant academic Faculty at the University, according to the
following principles:
a. The number of hours of each of the theoretical course completed by the student
in the diploma program of the community college should be equal to the number
of hours of the course in the specialization plan.
b. The Faculty concerned shall have the power to equalize the courses whose total
number of credit hours exceeds three credit hours by one item if their description
matches the course included in the student's specialization plan.
c. Applications for checking equivalency shall be submitted once during the first year
of acceptance in the University.
3. The Department of Admission and Registration unit representative at the Faculty of
Nursing shall document the equivalency of courses for the student on the basis of a
decision by the course Evaluation and Verification Committee and the Dean.

Definitions:
 Bridging Program: Is a program of study that help one to meet program requirements to
obtain a bachelor’s degree after a diploma from a public or private college in Jordan.
 Equivalent course: is the term used in higher education describing how a course offered by
one college or university relates to a course offered by another.

Documentation Requirements:


Document Establish/ Bridging Program and Courses Equivalency Form English.



Document Establish/ Bridging Program Policy and Courses Equivalency Form Arabic.

Approval:
FON Council

References:
 Jordan University of Science and Technology Regulations and / or Deans Council Decision
 Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research.
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Purpose:
The purpose of this policy is to is to describe the process of financial Aid at Jordan University Of
Science and Technology (JUST) that enable each student to acquire resources to attend college.
JUST provide grants, scholarships and loans. Student scholarships are designed to:
a. Encourage students' academic excellence.
b. Meet the students' urgent needs
Loans granted to students encourage them to continue their studies at the University
Policy:
 All Jordanian Nursing students in the regular program at JUST are eligible to apply for
grants and loans according to the Executive Regulations of the Student Fund issued
according to the Student Fund System / Deanship of Student Affairs/ Ministry of Higher
Education and Scientific Research (MOHSR).
For financial assistance from the Student Financial Aid Fund:
a. The student must be enrolled in the semester of applying for financial assistance and
must provide documentation of financial need
b. The student should not be receiving financial aid from another source as of the date of
submission of the application
c. The cumulative student Grade average should not be less than 2.0
d. A student must have been enrolled in the university for at least one semester
e. The University may request any document it deems necessary from the student when
necessary
 Female students at the Faculty of Nursing, JUST can benefit from Princess Muna
Fund for Female Nursing Support only (submitted by King Abdullah II Fund for
Development).
The terms and conditions for application include:
a. The applicant must be Jordanian.
b. The student should be at the level of the second year.
c. The average at the secondary level or its equivalent shall not be less than 2.0 GPA
d. The student has financial need.
e. The student should not be the beneficiary of any other support from any official or
delegated authority.
f. The applicant shall not be subject to disciplinary punishment of a warning or higher
degree.
g. The applicant must present certificates and documents pertaining to the place of
residence, the number of family members and their monthly income
h. All students in the Faculty of Nursing can benefit from grants and loans from the
Student Support Fund at JUST (submitted by the Ministry of Higher Education and
Scientific Research), covering a maximum of (45) credit hours for the eligible student,
distributed over three semesters
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Terminations of funding:
The grant or loan from Student Support Fund at the Official Jordanian Universities (submitted by
the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research) will be terminated permanently and
the disbursement of the subsidy allocated to the student shall be suspended in any of the
following cases:
 If convicted of a felony or a misdemeanor offense.
 If the student leaves the university for any reason, including dismissal or withdrawal.
 If the student is separated from specialization or private study.
 If a disciplinary penalty is issued against the student.
Agreement for a loan: A student who has a loan approved must sign a loan agreement with his
sponsor.
Procedure:
To apply for financial assistance from the Jordan University of Science and Technology:
1. The student fills out a specially designed form to obtain financial assistance from a fund
and submit to the Department of Student Services / Deanship of Student Affairs.
2. The Student Services Department verifies that the student met the eligibility criteria for
receiving financial assistance.
3. The Department of Student Services forwards the request for financial assistance to the
Dean of Student Affairs for approval of disbursement.
4. The student shall be notified of the approval of the financial assistance by telephone or email

To apply for a grant from Prince Muna Nursing Fund and Student Support Fund
(submitted by the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research).
 The student should access the website of the Ministry of Education and Scientific
Research listed below, and then follow the instructions for completing the request for
grants and internal funds
www.dsamohe.gov.jo
Definitions:
Financial aid: is any grant or scholarship, loan, or paid employment offered to help
a student meet his/her college expenses
Documentation Required:
Financial assistance form
Loan agreement form
Document of proof of financial need
Approval:
FON Council
References:
http://www.dsamohe.gov.jo/PrMuna.aspx
www.just.edu.jo/Deanships/Deanships of Students affair.
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Purpose:
The aim of this policy is to clarify the nursing students’ role in witnessing signature of patient
document during clinical experiences.
Policy:
Nursing students may experience certain issues such as witnessing the patient signature on his legal
paper (consent form, and will) during their clinical practice, which places nursing students under
confusion. Therefore, students need to know their roles in regard to such a situation.

Procedure:
1. Students shall not witness a Will or other legal documents.
2. Students may not obtain written consents for any procedure or treatments.
Definitions:
Witnessing Document: be a witness for a patient signature over his legal paper.
Documentation Required:
Nothing required
Approval:
FON Council

References:
Faculty of Nursing
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IMPORTANT LINKS
Medical - surgical lab 1:
http://www.just.edu.jo/FacultiesandDepartments/FacultyofNursing/Pages/Medical-surgicallab-1.aspx
Medical - surgical lab 2 :
http://www.just.edu.jo/FacultiesandDepartments/FacultyofNursing/Pages/Medical-surgicallab-2.aspx
Medical - surgical lab 3 :
http://www.just.edu.jo/FacultiesandDepartments/FacultyofNursing/Pages/Medical-surgicallab-3.aspx
Simulation lab :
http://www.just.edu.jo/FacultiesandDepartments/FacultyofNursing/Pages/Simulationlab.aspx
Nursing Simulation lab of Child Health and Nursing:
http://www.just.edu.jo/FacultiesandDepartments/FacultyofNursing/Pages/Pediatric-lab.aspx
Nursing Simulation Lab of Maternity & Midwifery:
https://www.just.edu.jo/FacultiesandDepartments/FacultyofNursing/Pages/NursingSimulation-Lab-of-Maternity-and-Midwifery.aspx
Obstetric lab :
http://www.just.edu.jo/FacultiesandDepartments/FacultyofNursing/Pages/Obstetric--lab.aspx
Computer lab :
http://www.just.edu.jo/FacultiesandDepartments/FacultyofNursing/Pages/Computer-lab.aspx
Library :
http://www.just.edu.jo/library/Pages/default.aspx
Food services :
http://www.just.edu.jo/Units_and_offices/Units/IndependentUnits/FoodServicesDepartment/
Pages/default.aspx
Housing :
http://www.just.edu.jo/Deanships/DeanshipofStudentsAffairs/Departments/HousingServices/
Pages/default.aspx
Counseling office :
http://www.just.edu.jo/Deanships/DeanshipofStudentsAffairs/Departments/CounselingOffice
/Pages/default.aspx
Health Center :
http://www.just.edu.jo/iso/Pages/Health-Care.aspx
Student Clubs :
http://www.just.edu.jo/Deanships/DeanshipofStudentsAffairs/Pages/StudentClubs.aspx
International Students Office :
http://www.just.edu.jo/iso/Pages/default.aspx
Registration Procedures :
http://www.just.edu.jo/reg/Documents/reg_procedures_and_dates.pdf
E-Learning :
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https://elearning.just.edu.jo/
Student services :
https://services.just.edu.jo/stuservices/
Students Affairs :
http://www.just.edu.jo/Deanships/DeanshipofStudentsAffairs/Pages/Default.aspx
KAFD :
http://www.just.edu.jo/Deanships/DeanshipofStudentsAffairs/Departments/KingAbdullahIIF
undforDevelopment(KAFD)/Pages/default.aspx
Athletic Activities :
http://www.just.edu.jo/Deanships/DeanshipofStudentsAffairs/Departments/DepartmentofAth
leticActivities/Pages/default.aspx
Student Union :
http://www.just.edu.jo/Deanships/DeanshipofStudentsAffairs/Pages/StudentUnion.aspx
Language center :
http://www.just.edu.jo/Centers/languagecenter/Pages/Default.aspx
Regulations :
http://www.just.edu.jo/aboutjust/Pages/Regulations.aspx
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